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RESULTS OF PHASE CHANGE PAINT THERMAL MAPPING TEST 0H46
 
USING THE 0.006-SCALE MODEL 90-0
 
IN THE NASA LaRC VARIABLE DENSITY TUNNEL
 




Results of Test 0H46 are presented in this document. This test was
 
COnducted in the NASA LaRC Mach 8 Variable Density Tunnel during November
 
and December 1973 to obtain thermal contours on a 0.006-scale model (no.
 
90-0) of the configuration 14OB Space Shuttle Orbiter using the phase
 
change paint technique. The model was tested at 250, 300, and 350 angle
 
of attack at uni.t Reynolds numbers ranging from 1.0 through 8.0 million
 
per foot. The model was tested with and without a ventral fin mounted on
 
its bottom centerline. Elevon deflections of 00 and 100 and bodyflap de­
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SYMBOL Mnemonic Definition 
C 
P 
specific heat at constant pressure of model material, 
BTU/Ib.-°F 
Ca specific heat at constant pressure of air, BTU/Ib.-°F 
r 
g acceleration due to gravity, ft./sec
2 
h H thin film heat transfer coefficient at a 
melt line on the model, BTU/ft -sec-oF 
given paint 
hs href HS 2Paistagnation thin film heat transfer coefficient on. 
scaled foot radius sphere, reference value, BTU/ftc -
sec­0F 
K thermal conductivity of model material, BTU/ft-sec-°F 
Kair thermal'conductivity of air, BTU/ft-sec-0 F 
M MINF freestream Mach number 
NR nose radius, ft. 
OML outer mold line 
PoPTotal PT stagnation pressure, psf 
Pl pressure upstream of normal shock, psf-
P2 pressure behind normal shock, psf 
Pr Prandtl number 
heat transfer rate, BTU/ft2-sec 
is 
R 
stagnation heat transfer rate on scaled 1 foot radius 
sphere, reference value, BTU/ft2-sec 
ft-lb 




Symbol Mnemonic Definition 
R/ft, R/FT, freestream unit Reynolds number, million per foot 
R'/ft RE/FTSQROCK square root of p Cp K, BTU/ft2-F-sec "5 
t T time, sec 
Taw TAW adiabatic wall temperature, OF 
TIN TI TIN initial model wall temperature, 0F 
TQTTotal TO freestream stagnation temperature,0 F 
TPC TPC temperature at which paint changes phase, 
0F 
V T-BAR nondimensional temperature parameter defined in 
context 
Ve velocity at edge of boundary layer, ft/sec 
X longitudinal streamwise coordinate, ft. 
Xo Orbiter longitudinal coordinate, in. 
Yo Orbiteral lateral coordinate, in. 
Z6 Orbiter vertical coordinate, in. 
a ALPHA angle of attack, deg. 
aBETA temperature parameter or sidesli'p angle in degrees 
as defined in context 
& local model surface deflection angle to freesteam 
flow,deg. 
6BF body flap deflection angle, deg. 




Symbol Mnemonic Definition 
6v ventral fin deflection angle, deg. 
y ratio of specific heats of air 
e local surface angle with respect to fuselage 
reference line (axis), deg. 
PHI model roll angle, deg. 
p density of model material, lb/ft
3 
Pair freestream density of air, lb/ft
3 
Ps stagnation air density lb/ft 3 
Pw air density along model wall, lb/ft
3 
Pair freestream air viscosity, lbm/ft.-sec 
Ps air stagnation viscosity, lbm/ft.-sec 





The models were 0.006-scale representations of the VL70-000140B Space
 
Shuttle Orbiter Configuration. They were cast in a single piece around an
 
aluminum and fiber glass sleeve using Grumman Aerospace Material G. A
 
metal cap was put on the nose of each test model to protect'it in the -high
 
Reynolds number environment in the tunnel. Three (3)test models and one
 
-
(1)grid model were used. They were identified as follow:
 
DesiQnation Type 6e 6BF
 
-22 Test 00 00 
-31 Test +l0 00 
-41 Test +100 +130 
Grid or -21 Grid 00 00 
Each test model had two ventrals which were mounted on its body flap.bottom
 
centerline. The ventrals were at either 0 or 30 ihcidence to freestream
 











The models were tested both with and without ventrals.o
 














































Table III provides dimensionaldata for each model component. Figure
 








The Langley Mach 8 Variable-Density Hypersonic Tunnel is located in
 
Building 1247D and isunder the direction of the Aero-Physics Division.
 
This tunnel isused for fundamental aerodynamic and fluid dynamic inves­
tigations over large Reynolds number ranges using pressure and heat trans­
fer measurements. The test medium isair and isheated by a combination
 
of Dowtherm and electrical resistance. Model mounting consists of sting
 
mount with injection mechanism. The tunnel has an axially symmetric con­
toured nozzle. The test section diameter is18 inches with a core of 4
 




Examples of operating conditions are as follows:
 
Stagnation pressure (psia) .......... 15 to 2930-

Stagnation temperature (OR) .......... 1160 to 1510
 
Mach Number ....................... 7.5 to 8.0
 
Reynolds number per foot(l/ft)....... .1x 106 to 1210 x 106,
 
Running time (SEC) for
 
Exhausting into vacuum tank-90
 






The 	general test procedures used during the test were as follows:
 
1) 	Prior to each run, the models were cleaned with solvent, dried
 
and spray painted with predetermined paint, and installed
 
inverted in the injection chamber.
 
2) 	The,initial model temperature-was measured and recorded by a
 
contact thermometer placed against the test model.
 
3) 	After flow was established, two 35mm cameras were activated.
 
The model was then injected into the flow stream. This process
 
enabled the film reader to determine the exact time the model
 
reached tunnel centerline. Continuous pictures were taken at
 
a constant frame rate of 10 frames per second. Time duration
 
for each run was determined by tunnel operating conditions and
 
paint melt temperatures but usually averaged about 10 to 12
 
seconds. The model was retracted from the flow stream at the
 
end of this time period.
 
4) The model was then removed from the injection chamber and more
 
detailed photographs were taken of areas of interest which were
 
not clearly defined on the 35mm cameras.
 
5) After each model attitude change, the paint stripe model was
 
installed inthe tunnel and photographed with the 35mm cameras.
 
The paint stripe model clearly locates various X/L (body)
 
locations as well as particular water planes and chord wise and
 
span wise locations of the wing which would normally be dif­










6) This procedure was repeated for each configuration, test con­
dition, and paint temperature.
 
7) Resulting photographs of both melt lines and grid models were
 
traced onto paper using an overhead projector table. Resulting
 
tracings are presented in the data figures.
 






Thin film coefficients were calculated for each melt line. Adiabatic
 




Taw = To (Tawo








= local surface angle-to freestream flow, deg. 
The temperature parameter, , was then calculated by an 
solution of the following equation: 
l -T = eo22 (I erf 
where:
 




Thin film-coefficients were then calculated:
 
h = ov/KpCp 
and heat transfer rates were calculated as:
 
q =h (Taw - Tpc)
 
Reference thin film coefficients were calculated for a scaled 1 foot
 

























NR = 0.006 ft
 




Stagnation heat transfer rate was then calculated as:
 
s = hs (Taw - Tpc) 
Resulting values of h., h/hs, T, a, and Taw/T o are tabulated in the
 
appendix as a function of model -time on tunnel centerline. Each time for
 






"Contour." Tracings given in the data figures are identified by a frame
 
number which is not necessarily consecutive. The lowest valued frame num­
ber corresponds to data given for Contour 1. The highest valued frame'
 
number corresponds to the largest contour number. Intermediate frame and
 
contour numbers are similarly matched inorder of increasing numbers. The
 
first data figure presents 60th frame and contour numbers as an example
 






1. 	Cummings, J..W., "Pretest Report For Phase Change Paint Test On 0.006-

Scale Models of the Rockwell International Space Shuttle Orbiter in
 
the NASA-LRC Variable Density-Wind Tunnel-(OH46)", Rockwell Interna­










REYNOLDS NUMBER Stagnation Pressur( STAGNATION TEMPERATUREMACH NUMBER (million per foot) (pounds/sli. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit) 
8.0 1.0 155 785 
3.0 625 875 
6.0 1390 950 
8.0 1930 925 
BALANCE UTILIZED: 
COEFFICIENT 

































Grid Model 21-Smooth 30 
1 4502 22ASmooth 3.0 350 72 915 620 13.7 
2 4503 31-Elevon 400 72 865 650 13.7 No cameras 
3 4504 41-BodyFlap 400 76 850 625 13.6 
4 4505 -31 350 82 875 630 13.5 
5 4506 -22 250 80 905 645 13.5 Upper surface indicates 
Possible Yaw 
6 4507 -31 300 82 880 625 14.2 
' 7 4508 -41 300 80 885 625 13.0 
8 4509 -22 1.0 300 80 785 163 14.6 No side cameras 
9 4510 -31 | 300 76 800 155 13.6 No side cameras 
10 4511 -41 300 76 770 150 13.7 Replace side cameras 
11 4512 -22 6 0 450 79 955 1380 10.4 No Schlieren 
12 4513 -31 1.0 175 81 770 157 13.6 
13 4514 -41 6.0 550 80 905 1380 10.4 
14 4515 -22 1.0 150 79 795 164 14.4 
15 4516 -31 6.0 500 79 950 1405 10.3 
16 4517 -22 8.0 550 81 925 1920 10.8 
17 4518 -41 1.0 175 81 760 165 13.6 
18 4519. -31 6.0 350 80 930 1400 10.7 
Grid Model > Check focus 
















19 4520 -22 30 6.0 350 82 940 1405 10.5 Check focus 
20 4521 -41 , 350 81 925 1390 10.3 
21 4522 -22 3 0 150 81 850 625 15.2 Side painted only 
22 4523 -31 1.0 300 82 775 165 16.7 Repeat of 4510 
23 4524 -22 8.0 400 83 925 1935 10.5 
24 4525 -41 30- 1.0 300 82 770 163 16.3 Repeat 4510 
Grid Model -21 25 < Reset cameras 
25 4526 -22 3.0 350 77 890 625 13.6 
26 4527 -31 400 81 880 625 13.9 
27 4528 -41 400 82 880 635 13.6 
28 4529 -22 250 81 875 635 13.5 
29 4530 -31 300 83 885 630 13.2 
30 4531 -41 300 82 865 625 13.1 
31 4532 -22 6.0 450 83 955 1400 10.4 
32 4533 -31 1.0 300 83 760 164 13.9 No side camera 
33 4534 -41 6.0 550 83 950 1400 10.5 
34 4535 -31 | 500 84 940 1400 10.4 
35 4536 -22 lO 250 83 745 160 13.7 
36 4537 -41 JO 350 82 735 156 13.6 
'37 4538 -22 6:0 300 82 940 1405 10.5 
38 4539 -31 1.0 175 82 770 150 13.5 

















39 ,4540 -22 25 8.0 550 82 935 1935 10.3 
40 4541 -41 6.0 350 84 950 1400 10.5 
41 4542 -22 1.0 150 85 780 152 13.7 
42 4543 -31 6.0 350 85 980 1390 10.6 
43 4544 -41 1.0 175 82 820 160 13.5 
44 4545 -22 8.0 400 82 940 1930 10.4 
Grid Model-' -21 35 I 
45 4546 -31 3.0 400 83 850 625 10.6 
46 4547 -22 , 4 350 82 860 620 10.4 
47 4548 -41 35 3 0 400 82 865 655 13.8 
48 4549 -22 250 84 875 635 17.1 
49 4550 -3164 300 82 885 630 17.7 
50 4551 -22 6.0 450 82 950' 1375 12.4 
51 4552 -41 3.0 300 81 865 660 16.6 
52 4553 -31 1.0 175 
53 4556 22 35 1 250. 76 840 157 
54 4557 41 l 300 73 815 - 157 
55 4558 31 6 - 500 74 955 1435 
56 4559 22 8 -. 550 76 965 1q60 
57 4560 41 .6 550- 74 970 1410 
58 4561 31 -1 ' 175 .,78' 815 146 
* Run times for'run numbers 53 through 98 are unavai'lable. 















59 4562 22 35 6 300 81 965 1380 
60 4563 41 1 175 76 785 151 
61 4564 22 3 175 79 930 645 
62 4565 31 6 350 78 975 1455 
63 4566 22 1 150 77 825 161 
64 4567 41 6 400 77 965 1450 
65 4568 31 30 8 550 80 980 1915 
66 4569 22 3.5 350 79 930 780 
67 4570 31 8 400 82 990 1870 
68 4571 22 3.5 400 88 825 775 
69 4572 22. 4 400 83 880 900 
70 4573 31 ven 0 1 300 84 750 153 
71 4574 22 4 300 79 915 855 
.72 4575 31 ven 0 1 200 76 825 172 
73 4576 22 3 oil oil 875 610 
74 4577 31 ven 30 1 350 76 795 150 
75 4578 22 6 Oil oil 935 1400 
76 4579 31 ven 30 1. 200 76 765 156 





31 ven 30 
































80 4583 31 ven 30 30 6 550 80 970 1430' 
81 4584 31 ven 30 6 350 82 985 ' 1405 
82 4585 22 .3 oil oil 950 1400 
83 4586 31 ven 0 3 450 82 900 630 
84 .4587 22 .6 oil oil 945 1435 
85 4588 31 ven 0. 3 250 82 905 635 
86 4589 22 3 oil oil 920 635 
87 4590 31 ven 0 6 550 76 960 1385 
88 4591 31 ven 0 6 400 79 950 1390 
89 4592 31 ven 0 8 550 '79 965 1895 
90 4593' 31 ven 0 8 400 79 955 1895 
91 4594 41 1 300 76 755 152 
92 4595 41 3 400 76 880 630 
93 4596" 41 6 550 74 940 1380 
94 4597 41 1 200 77 765 163 
95 4598 41 ven 30 1 300 76 780 145 
96 4599 41 ven 30 3 450 75, 900 A635 
97 4600 41 ven 30 1 200 76, 805 163 
98 4601 41 ven 30 3 300 .76 920 650 
TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B26 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Orbiter Fuselage Configuration '40A/B 
NOTE: B26 identical to B24 except underside of fuselage refaired to 
accept W116. 
Model Scale = 0.006 




DIMENSIONS: 	 FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length (Body Fwd Sta Xo=235) - in 1293.3 7.759
 
Max. Width (at X -1520) - in 262.0 1.572
 
Max. Depth (at X0 = 1464) - in. 250.0 1.500
 













MODEL COMPONENT: 	 Canopy (C9)
 










Length (Xo=434,643 to 670.0) 235.357 1.412
 
Max Width @Xo = 513.127) 152.412 t.914
 




TABLE III. - Continued 
MODEL COMPONENT: Body Flap - F8 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 4 body flap 
Model Scale = 0.006 




Max Width in. 




















TABLE III. - Continued
 
MODEL COMPONENT: Ventral Fin - L6
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Single ventral fin located on lower surface of
 
























Leading edge radius, in. 























TABLE III. - Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT: OMS Pod - M7 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140B Orbiter OMS Pod 
Model Scale = 0.006 
DRAWING NUMBER: 
DIMENSIONS 
Length (Fwd Sta X0=1233.0 in) 
Max Width (@Xo=1450.0) ­ in. 











MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA- Continued. 
MODEL COMPONENT : RUDDER - R5 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 2A, 3 and 3A Configuration per Rockwell Lines 
VL70-000095
 
Model Scale 0.006 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000095 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
FT2Area - 106.38 .0038 
Span (equivalent) 201.0 1.206 
Inb'd equivalent chord g1 ...,u. .549
 
Outb'd equivalent chord 50.833 .304 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 0.400 0.400 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0.400 0.400 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 34.83 34.83 
Trailing Edge 26.25 26.25'' 
Hingeline 34..83 34.83 
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)-FT3 526.13 0.189 
Product of Area and Mean Chord 
32
 
TABLE III. - Continued. 
-
MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical Tai- V8
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 140B Orbiter Vertical Tail
 
NOTE: Similar to V5 with radius of T.E. upper corner and L.E. corner
 
where vertical meets fuselage.
 
,Model Scale = 0.006 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL7O-000140B
 








Span (Theo) In 315.72 1.894
 
Aspect Ratio 1.675 1.675 
Rate of Taper 0.507 0.507 
Taper Ratio, - 0.404 0.404 
Sweep Back Angles, Degrees 
Leading Edge 45.00 45.00
 
Trailing Edge 25.947 25.947
 




Root (Theo) WP 268.500 1.611
 




Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1463.50 8.781
 
W. P. of .25 MAC 635.52 3.813
 





Leading Wedge Angle Deg 10.00 10.00
 
Trailing Wedge Angle Deg 14.920 14.92
 
Leading Edge Radius ' 2.00" 2,00
 
V6id Area 13.17 13.17
 
Blanketed Area 0.0 O.Ob 
33
 
TABLE III. - Continued
 
MODEL COMPONENT: WING W11 6
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 4
 
NOTE: Identical to WII 4 except airfoil thickness. Dihedral angle is along
 
trailing edge of wing.
 
Model Scale = 0.006
 













Span (Theo In) 936,6816 5.620'
 
Aspect Ratio 2,265 2,265
 
Rate of Taper 1,177 11177
 
Taper Ratio 00200 0.200
 
Dihedral Angle, degrees (at X =1506.623,YO 3.500 3.500
 
Incidence Angle, degrees 105, Zo=282.75) 0.500 0.500
 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 











Root (Theo) B.P. = zero 
Tip, (Theo) B.P. 
MAC 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC 

B.L. of .25 MAC 
Exposed Data
 
Area, (Theo) Ft2 
















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 

W.P. of .25 MAC 

B.L. of .25 MAC 




















































TABLE III. - Concluded.
 




Data for (1)of (2)Sies
 
2
Planform Area Ft 118.33 .00426
 
Leading Edge Intersect Fus M. L. @ Sta 505.0 3.030
 






Figure . A y 




/mEtlB RUDM - R5 
BODY PUP - F8 
a. Configuration Designations
 







Z 400 FPL~g' 
Xo= 238 (nML) 
- ~1203, 
.1293.3 
X = 235 (OML) Xo= 1528.3 
b. Orbiter General Arrangement 
Figure 2. - Continued. 
base of Orbiter All Dinsions 
M4odel Scale 
in Inches 
0* body flap 















Figure 3. - Model Photographs.
 
b.Test Model 
Figure 3. - Continued. 
NBe 
c. Top View of All Models
 











Notes: On data figures, Ptotal value is given as psig and Ttotal
 
,value as OF. These values agree with those inTable II and
 
with those inthe appendix, which are given as psia and 0R.
 
Data figures are tracings of thermal contours made from frames
 
of photogtaphs taken during the test. Thermal characteristics
 
associated with each'tracing are given in the appendix. See
 
Data Reduction secti'on for relationship between index number
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FACILITY LRclVor 
•. TE ST 0/#--L6 
\RUN ic'7-3 





1total (psia) = 
Ttotai (0 R) = 7S-0 
It R./ft = /I,1'' 
Taw Ttotai 9/2 
G9 fi) T8 (OR) 
T,(OF) =94 
Tc (OF) 300 
ISOTHEM h hhref CAMERA POSITION Fo/ 
7 __ 
rEngineer N.D . 
CFFS-HVD 





TE ST 0//- 4 16 
RUN T5-7 -
LENGTH 7. 74 -/81nmns. 
NOSE RADIUS ,oo6 















i (OF) 717' 
CAE P OSITION (6? 
S ________ _______ _______ 
-zI 2 :o O7E _ _ _ _ _ S7- . E n g in e e r L."kD y 
Ia 
.07 CFFS-3V0 
R E . ...... CFFS-HVD 
PHASE CHANGE PAINT TEST 
16(. (,' 
46 
,z '.--- 7(o 
3' 
CONFIGURATION 31 yet. 0FACILITY L c/VDr 
TEST 0//-4, 
RUN 116-75-
LENGTH 7, 7+I8,..,c. 








'Ptotal (psia) = / 72 
-,oTtotal (R Z 
jR.Ift /0/O 
Tt(°) a= 7 
0-T 
WV Tpcb ( 0) 82&O 
(,c'pk)1/2 
a 30 




Iiq I Engineer /,,, 
CFFS-HVD 
PHASE CHANGE PAINT TEST CONFIGURATION 31/w. 30 
-. 
-, 2J%/TEST FACILITY !- / D-­011449 
7i LEN GTH 7, 74-18...,, 
I NOSE RADIUS .006SCALE ,00(, 






= /ix /0 6 
Taw / Ttata l - '?12 
Taw (OR) 
Ti (°F) = 76 
Tpc (OF) 350 
795 4 •. .. ~(pcpw)l .o= 
P=0 
ISOTHERMV h h/h ref. h/h r=Il NSt 
'
, 71 CAMERA POSITION ,"/ 







Engineer 4, Pe 
CFFS-HVD 





LENGTH 7, 7418 In. ,s 
1NOSE RADIUS ,oo6 
SCALE , oo& 
&.6 - -' C 
(\\; T) Ptotal (psia) /"6 
Ttotal 0R) = 7(5R /ft t[xlc> 








ISOTHERM h h-CAMERA POSITION 0 







PHASE CHANGE PAINT TEST CONFIGRATION 31 yen ..o 
.3 i-
q5, FACILITY tRx& V -Dr 
TEST (7114( B 
RUN 4 SS / 
LENGTH 7,7 i/8t , ., 
NOSE RADIUS oo&6 
SCALE ,oo& 
Z/ 
totaI (psia) ,25 
Ttotal (R) = 82?5 










1/ =k ,0617 
a 30 
iSOTHERMre lh h/h l.l Nst, 
Iref. r " 





,0227 ,3?8r 31#7 
8 
10 
Engineer 6. t 
CFFS-HVD 
PHASE CHANGE PAINT TEST 






CONFIGURATION 31 Ven 30 
FACILITY RC/v,97 
TE ST OR46 
RUN 4-82_ 
LENGTH 7, 74/6 
NOSE RADIUS ,.ooC 
SCALE .D 




(psia) - 620 
) = 880 
= 3 x /o 
Taw /total = 1 




T P(F)Tpc (9F) 790 0Soo  
Ii
..  CAER POSITION rap 
(c k)/2 .0 ,4 
3 0 
ISOTHERM h h/ hrf fi/ hr, NSt =:/ 
znL'-._. .7/-' 
.1750 
-- CAMERA POSITION' 'roP" 
7 
9O 
,izo- ,e .09/8o l Engineer C.. 
CFFS-HVD 







LENGTH 7,74/8,., ,, 
NOSE RADIUS oo& 
SCALE oo06 
7" F"_. , Ptotal (psia) z /43L 
Ttta (OR) =970 
Ri/ft = x106 
Taw /Ttotal = 91Z 
Taw (OR) 
S Tp (F)  "0 
7? 3- (PCW 01 
z { p~/ , / 
ISOTHERM h h/h ref. '"rol' St, S CAMERA POSITION o P 
IN5 .063q- 55w3 
_ 
IZFS 0497,4'f?9 .392 .349 L 
5-11 0217 .2047 _"_" 










LENGTH 7, 7 4 18 , ,,, 
NOSE RADIUS' ,oo& 
SCALE ,oo&o 
Ptotal (psia) = /405 
Ttoti (OR)= 8 
Taw I Ttal 1 
Taw (OR) 
lt Ti. (F) 8 
Tpc (OF) 
T t545-4 
15 -f7 (pCpk)112 0 3- ,1­
p 30 
e= 0 
ISOTHERM rf.h hl St CAMERA POSITION rp 
1-A .0232 _ ,203 1. 
-444 -7,q .0//7___60o?I ~ .1113 
7" 
89 
Engineer w . , 
CFFS-HVD1 
PHASE CHANGE PAINT TEST CONFIGURATION 31 v, 
/56FACILITY -4cIvor­
' z, \ 7" ,TEST 0,9-465 
4Ls // / Z1 LENGTH 7,74/8 
NOSE RADIUS , oo 
kSCALEco 
5",6 PtotaI (psia) = 6 3 0 
TtotaI (OR) = 900 
R./ft = X/0 
"75 -7 Taw /Ttotal= Taw (OR) ?t/p 
" Ti (OF) 82 






ISOTHERM h h/h h/h. Nail4 CAMERA POSITION -o? 
1 025"1 ,oz,31%?? 75- 7 
4-15, . /k2. . 1,9 IZ 
7 Engineer w, Dye 
8 
lO CFFS-HVD 






ISTEM h hhref. r=l ,. 




CONFIGURATION 51 vn, o 
FACILITY 4 Xe/VDr 
TEST 01/-46B 
RUN 5 65 
LENGTH 7, 74-/8 n.. 







Ta /R -..lf = - '912 
Tpc (F) 925" 
S"9 r = .072 
TSO 1 
CAMERA POSITION ro,,D 
' Engineer ,/ 0 








CONFIGURATION VEl. 0 
FACILITY tI9C /V.D 7 
TEST 0/946-8 
I r£t(7 
LENGTH 7,-74-/8 I.,. 
NOSE RADIUS 006o 
,Vo6 
M 9 
!Ptotal (psia) = 
Tiotal (CR) = 9o 
R.Ift --6x/O (o,oTaw /Ttotal  12 
/10 TW Ota =( R 
3-o ? TrI* : /F)" 







/11 -) " . 
CAMERA POSITION C 
7 
I1I0 -9F 
__ 21" 5- Engineer 1, . yc 
CFFS-HVD 
PHASE CHANGE PAINT TEST CONFIGURATION 3/-v', 0 
,,FACI LITY Z/ R WD 
TEST '/-#-0 
RUN f 
LENGTH 7. 7 418,nrn. 
NOSE RADIUS ooo 
SCALE .006 
Stotal (psia) 
/ 6..- R/fR = 9X/o 
i b ,= 
3(.25- Taw TtotalTaw ( R = , 
-5 TI(OF) 7q 
2i C (F) -4 00 
". (eCpk)l/2 04 4 
Ztp= o 






















Engineer Wo ye 
10 CFFS-HVD 
PHASE CHANGE PAINT TEST CONFIGURATION 
FACILITY LIR /vbr 
/3 TEST _16 
LENGTH 7,1718,n, m,5. 
61 NOSE RADIUS ,oo, 
SCALE ,006
4< M o -9 
!Pt0tal (psia) 
= 895­
46 'Tt =0taI(R) ­
R=/ft = 8x/o' 
S;--T (0 R) = 
• ' (pCpk)/2 ,CU? 
a= 30 
.= 0a 0 
ISOTHERM h h/lh ref. r--lS CAMERA POSITION roP 
Engineer w 
_ I_ CFFS-HVD 10 
PHASE CHANGE PAINT TEST CONFIGURATION / y.n 
TEST 0114/-6 
13 RUN ft'? 
LENGTH 7,74-/8 ,n. 
NOSE RADIUS ,oob 
SCALE .006 
M 8 
Ptotal (psia) = /6 95­
___Ttotal (0R) =93 
Rilf = ox/o' 
, . a Taw /Ttotal = ,i 
2 . Taw (OR) 
Ti 10F) 71 
TPC (OF) 4 00 
• . hr = .1,2 0 ? 
T .4-272 
(pCpk)I1 2 = . 6)604_ 
a - 30 
iSOTHERM h h/h r=' NStc "4 CAMERA POSITION ToP 
I 1,.03/2A25V 
.ozr ,1860 , 
- Engineer 6C . Dye 
10 CFFS-HVD 






RUN 4 5 q4:-LENGTH 7, 7418.. 
NOSE RADIUS , Oo, 
SCALE ,006 
/Zo 
Ptotal (psia) = /52 
Tt1ta =(R)  












Engineer luL,; ye 
10 CFFS-HVD 
PHASE CHANGE PAINT TEST C U . 
• ~FACILITY IQV7 
s! 48RUN 
TEST. Z11-46 ,a 
4 5-q 5 
LENGTH 7.74m,n,s, 
NOSE RADIUS ,C0(o 
4 .SCALE 00o6 
q, 51- Ptotal (Psia) = 630 
TtotaI (R) = 8g0 
~~Ta R0,Ift =3 X1O4w /1Ttota I = q 
" ' ' 
Taw (R)












7 ". Engineer ,1, e 
10 I .CFFS-HVD 






SSOTHR.M h I hrefN_.h/ h __/ 
-- L "7, .3Z97t2'}s 
o. .20H7 
O87





LENGTH 7. 74-1,.. 
NOSE RADIUS o0 
f SCALE ,o 
'total (psia) = /380 
/" "XL - '  ' " Ttotal (R) 
~R ./ft = 
Taw/.ltotal 
Taw (OR) 





= q gO 
x 












IrSOTHERM h h/Sh h/h N , 37 j 
_E .' ./237 
ft .004e, lai3 II 














PtotaI (psia) = i,3
 
TtotaI (OR) = 7(5-

Taw /Ttotal I / 
Taw (TR)=
 
Ti (F) = 7
 
TPc (F) 200 
a -o 
,CAMERA POSITION rc. 
Engineer a, 
10 















(2) PtotalI (psia) = /4STtotaI (0R) = 780 
R. /ft = /xI0l 




T-I-( 0F) -3300 
(p .­= 1/° 
, = .30 
ISOTRN 
o/ 6"'. , 
_______ 009?
-,, .0091 





















PHASE CHANGE PAINT TEST 

• 
ISOTHERM h h/href. h/hrll.Nst, 
.0/7 j2lZZ _e 
- ,0/49 , 2 0 31,7; I s , .
I0__CFFS-HVD 





RUN 45"9LENGTH 7. 741, 




P'total (Psia) = 35 
Tt0taI (OR) "9- 0 
R. /ift = )I6 
Tawtotal 






(p Cpk) 112 06.o 3 
a =3 
0=0 
CAMERA POSITION op 
1 (, 
' " Engineer 60 . . 78 









I-z,o .001'2 ,2,94 /, _ 
I
 
. 0074 _ le47 
3 7, /' 7$f00. 

6-11p.07 -,, .,OvlCD 0980035 o74f 
10 
CONFIGURATION 4/ y, 30 
FACILITY 4 )7VDT 
TEST c -168 
RUN 4-oo 
LENGTH 7, 74/ 9,o, 
NOSE RADIUS ,oO6SCALE ,0006 
,total(psia) / 3 (*Rl %80.5-" 
R. / ft )(10 4O 
/Ttotal = 9/2 
Tw (OR) = 
T(F)) 




(pcpk.)11 2.: or-l 
CAMERA POSITION ro r 
Engineer &,tDc 
CFFS-HVD 
PHASE CHANGE PAINT TEST 
to _ 
CONFIGURATION 41 Yen 30 
FACILITY L9 C/ VDT-TEST 0#-4b 
-0 
,?q 
RUN fo / 
LENGTH 7,74-1n.,n,, 

















3- I. ,R -7eZ /7.0115 
3 .0~z,121 
L5 . o' 
h/h ref. h/lhr 'St,___" 















PHASE.CHANGE PAINT TEST 
/M 
CONFIGURATIONGCNIGURATION2 ,3-/-
FACILITY L RC /YPTTEST 011-4 ,3 
RUNS 4 SSC.j.­,453 
LENGTH 7,74- , ,s
NOSE RADIUS , 006 
SCALE ,tO/o 
Ptotal (psia) = 
Ttota (R) 
R./ft 
Taw/ total = 
Taw (OR) 
T ( F) 
I-PC -
h 
(pcp ) 1/2 






C FFS -H VD 
PHASE CHANGE PAINT TEST 

' " "Taw 
/T" 
,-6 
ISOTHERM h h f r Ii 















LENGTH 7, 71 1, , -, . 
NOSE RADIUS . ot 
SCALE ,oop 
Ptotal (psia) / -7 
Ttotai 'OR) 64o 
R/ft I W/oL
 




T (,R 7( 
(,p Cpk) 1/2 =2 . .. 
CAMERA POSITION ,$A 
Engineercz­
PHASE CHANGE PAINT TEST CONFIGURATION I / 
FACILITY tlhc/VpT 
TEST 0';4- * h 3 
RUN 55"7 
LENGTH 7, 71/-1B . 
NOSE RADIUS , oOt 
SCALE .006 
., 
.'Ptota Po I (psia) = / 7 
Ttotai ( R) = 
R,,,ft = / 
Taw /tota I 
/ 
,t 
Taw (OR) = 
Ti (OF) 7s 















7 Engineer (u " 
C10;-I CEFFS-HVD 





RUN 3 5_;5) 
LENGTH 7, 74 18, , 
NOSE RADIUS , o0 
SCALE 
3 
118 / / Mmtotal (p518) 
(0R) = 
R.Ift ot6 
law /Ttotal = 9 
Taw (OR) = 
T.c(0F) : -7. 
TPC(OF) 




- to /. 
ISOTHERM h h/href. h/hr-11 NSt, CAMERA POSITION '.'P 
2-i+ ,0321 










,__  , _ 
___________________________________________CFFS-HVD 
Egne4E n g in eert , . F. 
PHASE CHANGE PAINT TEST 
170 
CONFIGURATION 31 
FACILITY L RC/V$T 
TEST 0#-4bB 
RUN #'5t1 
LENGTH 7, 7-41/86 en 











law total = 
aw R) 
TL(0F) 78 
Tp ( F) :/7 
q 

















CAMERA POSITION .5'Pa 
Engineer W Dyp_ 
i0 _CFFS-HVD 




FACILITY t Tvt 
TEST Al-43 
RUN 1-"r 
LENGTH 7, 7 4 1&o,.. 





Taw / total = 


















RU N . ' 6 1-
LENGTH 7,74/Sin.wx. 
NOSE RADIUS , oct 
SCALE co ' 
PtOtal (psia? i -
Ttotal ( 3'D 
RT,Iit10  y1 
Taw /Ttotal qO 
(OR) y75 
= 
.~ ,,o ('Fl£ ,-5 








PHASE CHANGE PAINT TEST 
FACILITY LXC Y.dPT 
TEST 
RUN WS 6z 
LEN G T H 7,74' 8,n. ,.,-. 
NOSE RADIUS o0 
q7 -) SCALE , 54 
"tota l (psia) = 
TtotaI (0R) = 9 7 -
R.,/ft
Taw /TtotaI 6I0 = 9 
Taw (0R) = 
Ti (0F) - 765' 
TpC (0F) 35-0 
hr1 ' . 1071 
h M' 
T = " 
0=0 
ISOT ERM h h/ href. h/h l rNS, A POSITION 
t-.ro o 6?6., ,0o,o 
-
-- Engineer p', e 
9I0 g CFFS-H V D 
PHASE CHANGE PAINT TEST CONFIGURATION 22 




LENGTH 7, 741in;r.. 
NOSE RADIUS .006 
SCALE ool,4 
Ptotai (psia) 7,90 
TtotaI (OR) = 
R./f- 3,5"(ce 
Taw 'total = , 90 
Taw (OR) 
T (0 F) = 7 
hr.=Il' -"00o .. 
(pcpk) 1/2 ­
a :3 
ISOTHERM h h/hret h/h r=I' Ngt, 
Po 














PHASE CHANGE PAINT TEST CONFIGURATION 31FACILITY / , C,1vDr 
TEST DIV-
RUN +510 
.­( .-. LENGTH 7, 74/8 ,,, 
"~c H 6Z- SCALE , 006NOSE RADIUS , c06, 
*,'oa (psia) = 1870 
Ttta (R) = 
Rc/ft Sxio6 
T Iaw /Ttotal = ,0 
Taw (OR) = 
Ti (0 F) =8.2 
TID 
Tpc (F) 0c 
(pCpk) 1/2 
a 30 
ISOTHERM h h/h ret i r-l! Nst, CAMERA POSITION SA/P 
I -C Ito3, 
11 .0103 
_____ 
Engineer tz- a 
10 CFFS-HVD 




TEST 0 #-46B 
RUN f5T737, 74/8,4n,, 





vtotal (psla) = /3-3 
Ttotal ( 
R/ft 




Ti(0 F) = 
Topc (°F = 
8 
.oo 
U,3 12- 4Q51 rI/2 0 
ISOTHERM h h/href. r-.t CAMERA POSITION Sh/h 
1-2-?- 020 7 







Engineer tu. D7c 
CFFS-HVD 
PHASE CHANGE PAINT TEST CONFIGURATION 22 
FACILITY C0 I/VDr 
TE ST 0/- 46/3 
RUN f57 '-
LENGTH 7, 741,6 / ,. 
NOSE RADIUS . oo6 
SCALE , Cct 
-
Ptotal (psia)= C6'5=-
Ttotal (0R) = /5­
R,/ft = - X10( 
-aw I Ttotal 
-
Taw (OR) = 
Ti (OF) 79 
STPC(F) 3o0
hrii' s-­




2 - I*o 





PHASE CHANGE PAINT TEST 

ISOTHERM h h/hrf, h/h rI NSt,4 
4& / 17 
, 






CONFIGURATION 3/ VwI 30FACILITY L! KY 'V 
TEST 0 -41" 
RUN f-6 "O.-
LENGTH 7, 74-181n,,,s. 
NOSE RADIUS .cob 
SCALE .004 
Ptotal (psia) = 
TtotaI (OR) = 
Taw /Ttta 
Taw (OR) = 
Tpc (F) - 35-­
-
h / 6--3 
. T = 4* 20 
(p ICk)I -
A 30 
CAMERA POSITION S,, r 
Engineer / a 
CFFS-HVD 
PHASE CHANGE PAINT TEST CONFIGURATION ,3 v'e 0 
FACILITY A/¢!/VPI-
TEST &8 
t-j RUN 4-5"3 ( 
LENGTH 7, 74 /8, 
NOSE RADIUS ,cos 
SCALE , Oo/; 
Ptotal (psia) = 6,3 0 
Ttota (R) 
R,/ft = 3 ylo 
Taw Ttotal= o' 
Taw (OR) = 
__ Ti(°F) 82 
Tpc (0F) 
-
"--- --- '- -" z, (.9r~l' -- o Z5­
44 (CCk)/U 06/3 
rr'= 30 
3= o 
ISOTHER h h/href. h/hr=I' NSt,. CAMERA POSITION siag 
I Engineer & . 7 
I0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _CFFS-HVD 
PHASE CHANGE PAINT TEST 

,. , / - / 
67 
/ .., - " 
,T(0F) 
. 










,.0049 .0, 7d 
.0042 .0 7, 
8 
_O 
CONFIGURATION 31vr, 0 
FACILITY, 41?(1/KDT
TE ST 0H 4& a 
RUN 468 
LENGTH - 7,74/9,,, ,r







aw/Ttotal =, o 
~T 9ayIT oa1 
Taw (R) ,
 
TV (0F) 2-02 Or 
T 24L47 
Cpk) l •2-" 4~~(P1/ 




CMR OITO i' 
Engineet c,, Vp 
CFFS-HVD 
5 
PHASE CHANGE PAINT TEST CONFIGURATION 31w ,0 
FACILITY t//v,.'"r 
TEST 0 4'- If '2 
RUN 46,3 
LENGTH 7,7,11u"'. 




R. /fR0,/ft = l,. 
Taw / Tt tal = " ' 
- Taw (0R) = 
Ti (OF) - 7 
TPC (0F)=-o0 
hr=i ,/zor 
"eCpk)/2 . oo 
a = 300 
=3- C. 
ISOTHERM h h/href. h/hr= NSt, CAMERA POSITION W 
I-q?. ,/222 




TABULATED THERMAL DATA FOR EACH TRACING CONTOUR
 
Note: See Data Reduction Section for definition of contour number and
 
number given on tracings. Also, data are arranged by the same
 




RUN=4504 TOP A1,R 1K = oiq.i0 
TPC = dli.OO UEG-N 11iN1V = YSJ6~ 







CONTOU&. TSEC H9dTJ/ET.SAtELL0 cuN H/MS 

1 l.3 u e.blb71r-uZ i.o2aflJE-Ui 

2 a.1o ?.OSa8i.-02 c.65295E-u1 





5 b.lu 1.eOI98EL-Ue 1.0749zE-u1 

6 7.9u io-or-2147Uat-Ui 

7 8.40 1.Cec941E-u2 ±.42oq7E-0j 
8 9.110 9.89024E-03 i.37ut~lE-ui 

9 It.,6j d.4051le-J3 i.io'47,IL-0 



































































RUN=4504 lOP AIR PT = bi9,0 
TPC = 8oO.Oo 0E-< AINF = 7.93V 




SI4OCK O.b4- ALPI-M=30.OA) 
MODEL=1 PHI= O.UOo 
= 
hS 7.22'0E7U2. b$TU/FTSS-SC-LIG-K 
CONTOUR I,SEC rt,5lu/FT.T--Cct- ri/MS TLETA TA'/TO 
2 3 .W 2.446O5-u 3.39on8L-I, '4.9idbAF-,. 7.'*71-Ol y.1200flF-I-f 
3 - 3.60 P, 37717F? 3.300J9Ep1l 4.'fldo3E-UI 7.4b747L-01 9.r'2000F-O1
 
4 4.00 d t)S d1E-J? 3,ijio3E-ul 4.9ldb3E-u1 7.6747E-01 9.12D00-01
 
5 4.50 d.1220-u2 2.o19tL-oI .4.918t3E-01 7.46747E-01 9.12000E-U1
 
6 5.20 1.9179r-E-2 e.1'oU9E-ul 4.918o3E-ul 7.46747E-0 9.12000E-01
 
7 6.4u k,?82dIL-J e.47nt9-1 4.916b3E-&i 7.46NIE-01 9.IeOOOE-01
 
8 7.40 l.b5'0-+E-U2 2.301vbL-ul '.91603E-ul 7,4)741-01 9.12000E-01
 
9 8.I .bDuE-O2 .ibbduL-Ol +.' iIo3L-u I 7.467*JE-O 9.12OoOEZO1
 
10 ;Ouo I.50:34b-u2 d.067Jb-ul t.'Ido3,o I 7.4oN7-01 9.120OOE-01
 
II 9.50 1,46J3SE-02 d.u31bbE-01 4.916JE-01 ,7.46147E-01 9.1aOOOE-O1
 
12 IO.Ao - 41225E--i2 i.YO073E-ul 4.91863E-Ui 7.46147E-01 9.12000E-0i
 
13 11.50 1.3300JE-u2 I.b465d-0i '.91ldJE-1j 7:46.47E-01 9.12000E-01
 
14 13.20 1.24143E-u2 1.72357E-01 4.91863E-ti- 7.46747E-01 90 12000E-01
 
15 13.oO 1.22404E-02 l.b9 04E-01 4.98b3E-01 7.46747E-01 9.12000E-01' 
16 14.3',", 1.19273E-02 1.65596E-01 4.918637-O_< 7.47E-01....9"12O0OE O.:_-," 
17 14.60 1.16041E-0Z I.bJ865E-01 _4.)913E-O17.46747&-01 9. OOE-O1 
N-I
 
RUN4=505 TOP" AIR PI = o . I 
TPC = 30.00EG-R ,MINf = ?.938 
TI = 54a,00 OEGT R t/F f = 3.U9o56E+Oo 
Tu =1J35'.00 uEG-H 
SQROCK=. .ij 9t ALH-A=JU.uuO 
MODEL=31 PHI= 0.000
 
riS= 7,24?I7a-02 iTU/FT.50- )LC-uLb-N
 
CONTOUR IpSEC HrTu/FF.SU- &,C-DEG-R H/rib 
1 .IL 9,87ln'f-od 1.3clIaE+uu 
2 .3u i.b993'ti-t2 7.66+3c-Ol 
3' 1.30 2.7377-U? 3.777dbE-01 
4 2.4U e.QlboeL-Q2 c.78U42E-ul 
5 .1J i.77-98EF-02 c.4+045E-0I 
6 3.ij I.bdOTiE-02 d.1I8I4E-0I 
7 f.3 1.50O0E-u2 f.U772L-ui 
8 5.3J i.JJiOE-u? i.oJob9t-O1 
9 6.jO 1,cf+1Ec-d2 1.bb+9E-p1 
11b i, uo&Uc-b? IobIot-1 
11 7.zv 1,139d'E-0 1.S B-
12 St,2O li3b¥c-U? I.b2290E-dI 
.13 8.40 1,077u7E-u2 1.48b2OE-01 

14 9.4; I.OiaI7E-O? i.QO4gdE-OI 

15 I.60 9.SdbJ9L-d3 1.32401L-01
16 12.10. -d.97413E-03.. 1.23829E-O1 











































































































RUN='t506 rap Aim% PT = 697 
TPC = 7IQ.ot, uJEU- Ml1I'j = 7.941 







CONTOUR I pS~~ m btI /F T.- :wSIJI-+(,-H 
1 .01 1 . ?o~n5.E--a, 
2 1.3g I.36JE0 

.3 1./u I.6oL-, 





6 d.4,j '9,d44'+2aU3 

7 3.31 d.A9biza-u3 

8 4.ic ?.OJ4lcr-s3 

9 5lc4u .t cU 

10 6.30 5.98190&--03 

11. 7.80.- 3.4bu10E-3 

12 10.60 *.b8428E-03' 







































































































9UN=-4b01 tOp AlA r=o97 
TPC = lbt.LUu UEG-N m< = t93 





HS= 7.22d81E-j - dTU/FT.M -SLCDtZG-R
 
CONTOUR f.S C r1,tTU/F(.-Q-)DLu-X 
1 .02.3613w+EuR 
2 1.3u 1.9d139t-ve~ 
3 1.10 i.732b5E-L2 
4 2.GO 1.597'+SE-O 
5 d.4v 1.4j82?E-e 
-6 2.60 1.3600O%.-ot2 
7 4. o 1.1cqtD7L-e2 
.8 .3020 9.Y00a9oE-vJ 
9 7.(Uo b.bitdlJ&-d3 
10) vaoo ?5SJU4 E-U3 
kr 11,40 o.6YU~dE-03 






































































































RUN=450d TOP AIr Pr = oi '7u 
TP-C = 1o.,.u) U)-rtm 4iNF = 7.93i7 
F1 = 5,+J.Ou O)Eo,-i x/VT = 3.15,+19E+Ob 
To =1315.V0 OEG-K 
SQROCK= .055t ALPhA=30.OUO 
MODEL=41 PHI= O.UOo 










































































RUN=M509 TOP ' AIR lPT'--177,70 . . -
TPC = 36ty.00 OEG-R MINF =776 . 
ri = 54u.vO uEG-x R/FT = ;O12OEtO -
T.J -1245,0,jUEG-R 
SQlROCK __ 5S6 - -ALPHA-:'3OZO.0 .. '-A,_ , .4-
MWODEU-22 pH1= 0;o0" 

















2 4.40 1.31759E-U2 3,31727E-01 3.b9475E-01 4.71638E-01 9.i200OE -O1 
3 7,40 1 01599E-02 2.b5795E-O1 3.69475E-01 4971638E-01 9.12000Eo1 
4 11.40 5C18SbiE-U3 2.06089E-Ol 3.69475E-01 4.71638E-01 9.12000E-01 
5 15,q0 7.0461E-03 1.77316E-01 3.69475E-O1 4.71638E-01 9.12000E-Wl 




7'.. . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . . 
FUN=4S1U TOP AIR~ PT = 690 Th( 
TPC ?ov.O0 OEG-kZ -Mlv (v I. 75 
fi =53b,00 OEG-e x/FT =,9.4+9967EA05 
10 =12ou.0O0 uEG-& 
-SOQROCK=- .0:86 - ALPH-Az30.000- -
b-OEL~?I; PHI= 0.000 -
CONTOUR 1 56c t-I.TU/FT.S-SEC-DEU-R I-/HS T-BAR BETA -TAW/TO 
1 3obp 1.43 cdL-o? 3.bYYS9E-p1 3,6534'+E-01 4.6g941E-pI 9612npAF-01 
2 ?.If] 1.0 (j31L-02 2-,62u12L-p1 3,bn34qE-01 4.bp941L-01 9,X2000E-01 
3. 10.10 doeS,bb9Efl33 e.19680E-01 3.65344E-01 ' 6 21E-01 9.12000E-01 
4 13.20 - 70 34SiJE- 3 I.d8b2it-oi 3ab5344E-0l 4.b34E-01 9.12000E-O1 
Won 
--
RUN=4511 - TOP AIR 
TPC =r-7, oOO'DEG-R 
TI = 53o.OQ UEG-H 






PT = 164.7O 
MINF = "7,750 















































































































































RUN=4512 Tip" AIR Pr 1394.70 
TPC = 916.00 DEG-R MINF 8.032 
TI = 53.0O DEG-R R/FT .91J83+0b 
TQ =1415.00 DEG-' 
SQROCS..061., - ALPMAD.OOO .. 
HS= 1,042?5E-0l BIU/FT.SQ-SEC-UEG-x 
CONTOUR Tq'SEC HqfTU/FT.Su-SEC-UEG-R I/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 1.(! +.608dOI-02itF,41 F-Ul 4,93692F-01 7,51714F-(il 9.12DOFl-n 
2 1.23 4,20b:dE-u2 4.U3+utE-ui .93692E-ui 1.51714E-01 9.12000E-01 
j.';3. - ,130-,,. 
" 















.6 2.90 2,70t)9ZE-b2 2.59499E-01 4,93692E-01 7.b1714E-O1 9.12000E-01 
7- 3,70 2.3959L-u2 2.c9739E-01 4,93692E-01 7.51714E-01 9.12000E-01 
8 3&9o 2.3333oE-02 2.23770E-01 4,94692E-ui 7.517l§E-01 9.IaO00E-O1 
9 4,3U 2.2221dL-U2 2.1310E-ol 4,93692E-Ql 7,b11i4E-O1 9.12000E-01 
Iu 5.lv e. 04loE-U2 ±.95682E-oi 4.93692E-01 7..1IY4E-01 9.12000E-01 
11 .3 j2.00159E-02 -1,,91954E-01 4,93692E-O1 7.51714E-01 9.°12000E-01 
12 3070 1.93008E-02 1.850915E-01 4.93692E-01 7.51714E-01 9.12000E-01 
13 6.5u. 11460?41E-42 h-72332E-01 4,9a692E-01 7.51714E-01 9.12000E-01 
14 7.10 1,6bObiE-02 "I..5954E-01 4.93t92E-O1 7.51714E-01- 9.12000E-01 




j .5714-o1 9.12000E-01i- ,­
RUN=4513 ToP- AIR . PT = 171.7U 
fPC = 635.OU DEG-R MINF = 7.756 
TI 541.O DEG-h / T= i.UQUJIEtOb 
To =12Ju.0O0 OEG-h 
S0ROCK= 0537 ALPHA=3U.000 -
MODEL=3i PHi= O.UOU 
HS: 3.88=-. -02 BTU/FT.,U--ScC-DLG-R 
CONTOUR 19SEC n,BiU/FTo, -SEC-uU-k H/H T-BAR BLTA TAW/TO 















4 3o6 f.5407ZE-03 1.1674b6E-1 1.61857E-UI 1.b832E-O1 9.12000E-01 
5 .4o.3O +.?obSlf-03 1,09749E-Oi 1.b1857E-01 1.64632E-01 9.120OOE-Oi­
6 -4A0 3.99bo9E-u3 1.u2 I0E-01 I.6157E-01 1.64832E-01 9.12000E-01 
















10' . 8.00 d,12947E-03 bO4617E-02 1.b1857E-01 1.bb32E-O1 912000E-01 
11 10.40 2.74473E-03 Y.O5b9bE-O2 1.61857E-01 1.64832E-01 9.12000E-01 
12 12.40 .513bo5-U3 .46284E-02: 1.61857E-01 1.64832E-01 9.1eOOOE-O1 















RUN=4514 TOP AN PT = 1:94.70 
TPC =1D~0 EG-k M-INPF = 801 
TI = 54u.Ov UEb-K R/Ft = b.c797BE+06 
Tu '3.o{uEG-H-
SQROCK-= 67 . ...ALPHA=30.O0O 
MOOEL41 " PIf-=V.O00 
HS= 1.037dE-C"1 67UiFfT,-SEC-uCt-
CONTOUR TPSEC h,SIU/FT.su-SLC-UEu-R 
1 .3&. 1.6121c-a1 
..a ,.40 io39019 
..' -.3 " , ...- *'. .8.Q69-i&" .5Z---
4 ":iQ4 r 1.486291--U 
-4 1.70 -6772bE- 2 -
p.6" : ,- 5,95339E-02 
_-7.- 2.60 .­ 5.47o32-u2 . 
-8 3.7J 4.59U66E-02 
9 5.00 J.V49UJj -G2 
10- 7u J.18d22E-2 
-4.1 - 9.O. t 2.94443E-O; 
t-- 10,30 2,75142E-02 



























b.66780E o1 I.-43117E+00 
6.66780L-01 1.43117E+O0 
















VA-- * ~ ,-~; ±t f . ~ ' - . -- , 4 
RUN=4515. FOP A Iq 
TPC = bl'.0UDEGR 
TI " = 539.u4 DEG-R 




















































































-co-* - . - .* . 
7_7 77 
RUN=4516 TOP AIK PT = 1419.70 
TPC = 9o0.0O UEG-k mINF = b.034 






HS .i05016E-01 STU/FT.SQ-S6C;DEG- ' .
 
CONTOUR [Ec N T/rT-HS 
I 1.34 ,24Odo-2 4.99044E-O1 
2 -i &" 4,455,3bL-02 4.24-I06 Etl-
3 2.50 3.77924E-U? 3.598o6E-U1 
4 3.?j 3.oo$2E-u2 d.5o0E-01 
5 4.4o 2.8+dtiE-u2 2.71259E-01 
6 5.300 2.t73JE-U2 e.b44bJ-Oi 
7 6i.4J- e,4J9 iL-02 a.32292E-01 
8 7.40 - 2.1'o0 %-d2 .o091bd-Ol 
9 8.50 2o049)OE-O2 1,95164E-01 

10 10.20 1.871DUE-u2 1.l8lbOE-01 

11 1i.lu i.74695E-02 I.66 9 E-01i 

LO,, 
T-iAR 3 FTA 
















































RUN=4517 TOP AIR PT = lvj-.7O 
TPC =1010.00 bEG-R MIN = o.070
 





SQROCK o0611 ALPHA,=Jr.OUD , 
MODEL22 - Pi-iIzf U.UO0 
HS= 1.21066E-01 dT-U/FT.'SU-SEC-DEb-H 
CONTOUR I,SEC HbTu/FT.S-SEC-E1,-k H/HS 
1 1.10:- 7.bb2Dob-U2 o.'+rASE-UI 
2 1.30 7.2325,"-O2 5.974ucE-01 

-a .80 6.1anoE-02 5.U7b94L-01" 
4 2.70 5.0165bE-02 4.14531E-Oi 

5 3.10 4.bd3.E-02 3.8663E-uI 

-6. 	.4.30. - 3.97)74+E-02 3.e81+7tE-01 
7 5,,fo 3.b-b6E-02 2.93117L-01 
8.... 6 3.311iE-u2 ,.7JS54E-01-2 

9- 6.30 3.28SS"E-02 2.7137'+E-ul 
10 ,o.6u 3.-u988c-u, c.65135E-01 
11 . S,,0.. 2.89747E-02 - 2.39329E-01 
12 9.50 2.67547-02- 2.20992E-oi 

co 






























1.33652E+O0 - -9.100ODEr01 


















iRUNt4bI 8 OP T 1?9,70 t-

TPC t3.o O6G-x mINF t(.763
 
-Alr< 	 ­
,T0E ,.'k=-yCgk.. r"-, - T .. " 	 .. "MQ- ..... 

MOTEO Z,.0'EG~ 	 M t' O. 
H5= 3;9b77taQ%2'tJ/dFT..sQ sEc~roaG-N , 
CdNT6U 	.-TSE&'".1,bT/Fr.SQ-SEC-DEG-k H/FS T-BAR BETA 
''-I . 7. 63 ,. " Q67F-Fpi. !!',4I--_ l9-n I' ",1,h7 T -p ­2. - i.'&(n - 6.5399;' 648 E-- 1.439F-o1,- "- 1.67 70E-01; 
.'' ; >X , 4JE;-4 1'l3q2b ,";.0 " i,.64439E--o1.5. ,4 	 1,6787.E--01' 

S.4 	 *''3jty.. 86""2.7Ei(3 t . -,23216E-01" 1.64439E-01: 1.67870E-01 
5 3Ao-5q .. 48185ZE-03 1.21443E-01- 1.64439E-01 1.67870E-01 
-
6 442 C .- .4,39869E.-Oj 1.10862E-01 '1.64,39 l-011.67870E-01 

7 . --4.40 - . . 434747l-03 io096SE-ul i.64439E-&il 1.b67OE-O1 
8...-,'4I-#-T - :4A-1El-0"3' < 1&04799E-01. 1.64439E-01 1.67874OE-O "b 
9 -5.40 - 3,87928E-03 9.77712E-02 I,64439E-O1 I 67b7OE-Oi 
i1 5). 3.7112?L-o3 9.353t7E-02-. 1.644J9E-01 1.B70OE-01 
11 6oo0 350894E-3 8.8437Lt-u2 .1b*4439E-01 1.67870E-01 
. 12 3,45o9SE-03 b.71271E-02 -. -i 1.67870E-016.50 Ib4439E 
13i 8,7o- .05625E-03 -. 1.b'-439Ek01' 1.67870E-01'. 	 7.70279E-62 

14 9.80 2.87962E-03,., :-7.257-63E .0a- 1o64+439E-01 1.67870E-0i 
15 g.j9 e.65boqE-Q3 7.22088E-OZ - 1.64439E-01 1.67870-E-0i, 
16. ".t1 .t :Z,,5Zr3.iE~-. ." -'[6 782 -. '14f64439E;OI'. - I-687E-07i 
m
17 - I2,SO "ZThU:'.:'2.54972E-03 '- .".6;426178E-02 .. ,647439E-01 - " 1.67870E-01 
18 13.30. 2.471d5E-03. . .222I991E-02. 1 64439E-O1 .I 6787.0Ef-01 



























-, . -, 	 --. 4 . . . . ... , *- % .,.. 	 44, 
RUN ,4519 " TOP" AIR 
TPC- = SluO DEG-R 













"tAOD'YEL=3"I - -,..,-" ALPhJ.OPI- O. o0 ". . _ - .,. . - - . .. . 
HS o 41 3.E-01 ITU/F. Su-SEC-DEG-R 
c......... .... .... ..... .... ..... .... .... ... " 
CONTOUR TSEC".Ht1,TU/FT.Su-.5C-VEG-R 
,.,1 , -. '446476E O . 
,. . m.5b.- 3 993-,0E-02 
,L-<",.6',::; E&454bE42. 
4 .70, , 3.37504E-02 










































































14 3,30 1.55443E-02- 1.48127E-01 3.71042E-O1 
5 ,3.o *f - ,.; L383E-01.. 3.71042E-01 
16 ';,3'4W 5k.iE-. E .Y3OfE-OEII 3371042E-O" 
IT 5,S'o-" -: 426282E-02 "- ;20.339Eo-1" 3471042E-0i 
B.3 ..,o,Z-' ''f1874E'02,. ,o ; 1.12-707E1-Ol. 3.71042E-01' 
12. .1.W,4 -3*-9.60"8EM'03'.- 8.92009E 02 3.lO4ZE-O1 



















. . . . _w . 
RUN=45 0 TOP AIR PT ' 1419'W,70 ­
[PC " =-810.00 DEG-& $IINF = 8.034 
TI .= 542.00 DEG-R R/FT = b.12386E+06. 
Soi {ac" I -'ALPHA=3O.C00 ... 
40DEL-Zt ". .- Pi= U.lO0 -
H 1,051 'i4BT T;sQ-SEC-uEG-R C.
 
CONT-OUR H.a$.Th[f( "T4:-:Srv-flF(.R H-s/RS 
-J.,, 52 ,7 :LS9,2'u- 3702Y3E-Oll 
,3;,..,55491E. , 3.37957E:.1 
- 3' .80 t3,d078bkE-U2 ?.92679E-01 
4 I,30 - 2.41509E-C2 2.29596E-01 
5 1.90 I.99769E-02 1.d9915E-01 

6 *.20 1.8569E-U? 1.7+9?E-U1 
7. -2.61,,_ .. 7O77,UE-02 i.62349--ul 

8,. 2.90 1.6169bE-02 1.537e3L-oi 

9 3.10 1.56395E-U2 4.4bb8E-Oi 
10 3.o30 1.b1582E-02 i.4410SE-01 
lljS 3.60 1,45129E 02 i.37970E-01 
12 4.00 . 1.37681E-02 . .ijO890E-O10i3 
 4,1 1.35992E-02 'I.29284E-Oi 

14 4.904 . .39bE-O2-------i.I826QE-ul 
If ", '- ..06382E-02: - -3O34E-O1 
172; 6.@O.9r0X .' :1.O 9E-02: -.- q.96580E-02 
18' -'6.7' 9.9336E-03 9s*3390E-02 
19 8.9u - 9.3u1bE-0t3<' 9.77489E-022. 





























































































































,PT 14Q4.;70RUN= 4521l TOP I A'IR 
I =.,3- "
 TPC =81000 UEG-R 
:-S*E -0	 PHU 045 
H/HS T-BAR 	 ET/ '' TAW/T'O
CONTOUR T S C 'H v,TU/FT S-SEC-DEG- H 

2. .,olY--/ o ,72514E-101 - 4-o773!38E-01 9.12000E-01
-30, . 185biEl--'- 5 F l 9 I ,0 E ..
( 5, • ')'

• .2:'..4"0 '.. 4 96871E-02 4 95 6f '01" ' e.7
" 

2,,5901'tE l-017 	 4.77358E-01 9 I 0E O
3,75,kE-0 ,
5 . 1 nu0 2o7081UE-02 -	 35 BE-01 - 9. f00E-0' 5BE:-al1_2 '' ' 4:E ,1 .4 ­21'.8..

"" 10 " ,-.,,.,49109Ei--
'2 1". bl""',77 5 -O "'9.12000E -,Ol
-"''' & .;II-: 73 	 _4._N4 -0_1},47:'.•~~~ " 	 B 2 ,:
• .,,. 'A'"6 .-	 7 5 E : ' "
 
,( 3 E:2'.: - T 	 3 72.ST4'E-0.1" ",4. 77358Eo-01 q"12000E -zOl.";- ?- 90E-0.I.
" "-00
-'.8". ',ro o. .. 
-. o87,+ 6lE-O 1 3.7 5 i -E - ,4.7735BE-01. 9 -.12000 E-01.. . ­9" 2.10 , l 9,599 b}E-0; . ­ l 9 .12 0.0,72 514tL-,0 1 . o77358E m--0 E- 01:/: 	 ""­





o 16"6:787E...-02 - I o 95 "--(1 " 72 4" -01 .77358"E-,0'l 9.120OOOE-01 ...." ­0 
-

- 3.72514AE 0D ,-,,77358E-b01-9.12000E0 
,3co T I57,0.02 1.4542L0'-01 

I4' ' 2 0'.- 
 1.38591E-02 1-,i32555E-01 3,7251 E-01 -. 773581E-{)1 -" 9.1 000E- 0 F' -. e...,
01 .3 .7 2 5 1 +E - O0 1 - ,_o4 .77 3 58 E-.O1 . . 9 12,0,0 0 ,.- --,,-­1.5 	 5 . 0 I * 9 3 2 .-0 ,,- .I1 18 39 E"-
' - "3 ;725'I19Em-01 ' ,--4-;,-7-7-35B8e:.ol ....9,,12000E. 0"U... . .. . .7" ?
7 -:4' ., ''-~ ; II .O2 < 9,9"862 SE:--02
17 ,"....
 I" ,' , .' :, "
 16.. 8.6,0-%,, 	 -03i' ",,,,9 2:30E 0 . _3. ,51, :'''-'.{ .73 8 ..0. "" - I' TO5 ­'	 
-1 9.-I12 01O '-''.'"

~ ~ 22F-2I t0,9' 7514-0-"_-""°09E0 .... 38E,-.--. ~~ 19~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
RUN=4523 TOP AIR PT = 179.70 
TPC- ?6u.00 DEG-R MINF = 7.763 
TI " 542.00 DEG-, R/FT = 1.037O64E06 
- - =1e35.ro)mDEG-AR 
SOROCY =n-'.0586 '" .LH a' .,. ,......- '~..O - f Y-, 
H5= 3.988E-0 BTU/FT7777C-OI-tR ' .. , ' 
*.x 
,,--






CONTOUR [,SEeC, Hg8TU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R- , H/HS "T-BABR 
- -3..4n + -ti1JS1Ec~ fl-... _7 7nt p -p_- i-F o 
2'. -­6.60 i".oq1r-,u? 2t7359E-'l 3,73083F-01 
"1.-- l0 D - 8*,k6S8 "03 "'2,2265E-01 3.73083E-'Ol 
- 4 13.50: 7.63045E-U3 1.91295E-01 3.7T3&83E.01. 
5 17.00" 6.79977E-03 1.704o9E-0i 3.73083-O1 
6 -1 18.00 .i----. 6,b0819E-03 1.65666E-01 3.73083E-01 
- ETA 
7 















r- _ .. ,, 7, 7 
RUN=4524 TOP 'AIR PT = 19'+9.70 .. 7"
 
TPC, = 860. 00 OEG-k Ml 8 .....
 
T543.OO'tQEG-R u . R/FT d.*6996E.+06 ' -. ' r. 54 . ,"
 
4Th; =413W5oA0- OEG-R A t ~ a-~.-r- '-
SQRMOCK' .060-4 "' ALPHA=36.'U00. ..
 
MODEL=22. - 4 PHd '0.60 .... .'.
 
HS= 1.21612E-01'3TU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R. .... it , - -

CONTOUk TiSEC HvSTU/Ff.S-SEC-UE-R B/HS. T-BAR BETA. ":'TAW/TO
 
1 .... 4,b199(E-02 3,9568'9E-u. f.z40204E-L 6b18135E-01 9.IeOOE-01 , ­
_2 1.30 3.27h53E-0 2.68817E"E01 4,40204E-01 b.18135E"O1 9.12000E-01. ­
3 9E .3.23078E-1 +4:Oet -1 bo18135-1 ti12GgOg­
2o64001E-02 4.40204E-01
5 (200 2.16728E-01 6.18135E-01 9.12000E-01
 
6 2.15 - 2.57b3dE,-02 . :..1150tE.o1':- 4.40204E";0,l 6;18135O.- '9i2000E-01 
" 

".20. . , 2.51715E-02 2.06a +2E-01 4.4u204E-O1 b.18135E-0i 9.12000E-01. -. 
8' 2.20 . _. 2.4b182E-,6,2 2'.02100E-01 4.4b204E-Oi 6.18135E-01 ,9.12000-rO1* ,, -- ', 
9." 2,6j 2.31b4.4E-02 .9008JE-O1 '+.40204E-O1 b.18135E-01 9!I200_ I 
10. 3.jp, . . I2.l5550E-02 • 1.76957E-01 4./40204E-b1 .. 18135E-O1 '9.12000E-01 -. , 
11 3. " 2.08711E-027 1.71.33'E-01 4.4o4Vi -o-76,. i"35EZ41 '9.12000E-O1 . -. 
12 3.60 "I.'96775L-02' 1.6l59E-'O1 . 4 t40204F-01 " 6;18135E-01 "9.12000EZ
 




-a) 14 4 :- 1.70412E-,02- -1-.39897E-01 - 4.40204E-01 6.18135E-Oi PQF "9V12000E-01' ,
 




_- . '-' :6 "-, ' 2 ­
2 0!$ . --35§ 
22 _ 0 
,a .. ' ' ' - - 44 '4 ' .4 *4 . o 4- 444 ~ 4 
RUN~i4S25' <TOP.>--' 2-, -PAT= £-7747WZ. 
TPC :DG "-4 NF 7..761---.-=i.. 

TI = 42.. UDEGfR ..- FT 1.03364E+06 
MS0Q.- 0 a 
HS= 3,96680f-b 8Tu./$TAESQ-3,EC-OEG7rR
- s---
CONTOUR- TqSEC H,8TU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEa =R fllt-S . T-:AR U IETW TAW/TO 
1 ;. .. ,rL.AhibrOP' -R 21F7F-nl - 760A1 F-01 -pjflgrlI inln n 
- ~ ~ A I I.46~f13.c~8-1A8O~~~ ~ ~ A.30 n 100F6 i'fAiF' 
3' 9 01.o 1SE 0O57 4.64008E~-1 - 9.'12000E-1'S'9.15407-01 
4 Ill X -&.304EE-O1 '48091241:. L&O4SEo .601E-f 20'-O 
1b2 6.Z&3b89E'03 .7k3-1 3*7c)18EO1... 4.g4tOBoE-O1- 9.I2OOOE-O1 
p.. 
,2~ 
- . , ­
AA.~z , 4 .. - - - - ­
00 
RtN=4526 TOP AIR PT = 639.70
 
TPC =R10.00 nFG-R MINF =7937
 











CONTOUR T.SEC HtBTUfFT.SQ-SEC-DEG-P H/HS T-BAR 

1 .90 3.34562E-02 4.62788E-01 4.01058E-01 
2 140 2.68247E-02 3.71056E-01 - 4.01058E-01 
.	 . - .... 2.24431E-02 W10448-0-.O1O-O1 

4" 2.60 1.96839E-02 2.72281E-01 4.U1o5saO t 

5 3.70 1.65005E-02 2.28246E-01 4.01058E-01 

.6 4.70 1.46403E-02 2.02514E-01 4.01058E-01 

7 5.70 1.32942E-02 1.83893E-01 4.01058E-01 

8 	 6.70 1.22620E-02 1.69616E-01 4.01058E-01 

9 7.40 1.16676E-02 1.61394E-01 4.01058E-01 

1,0 9400 1.05798E-02 1.46346E-01 4.01058E-01 

it 10.50 9.79498E-03 1.35490E-01 4.01058E-01 






































RUN=4527 TOP AIR PT = 639.70 
TPC" = 860,00'DEG-R MINF = 7.937 
TI = 541.00 DEG-R R/FT = 3.05629E+06 
TO =1340.00 DEG-R 
SQROCK= .0604 ALPHA=25.000 
MODEL=31 PHI= 0.000 
































































































RUN=4528 TOP AIR PT = 649.70
 
TPC = 860.00oOCG-R MINF = 7.939
 










CONTOOR T.SEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO
 
I 1.70 1.27740E-02 4.50710E-01 4.76990E-01 7.07485E-01 9.02000E-01
 
2 1.80 3.18506E-02 4.38011E-01 '4.76990E-01 7.07485E01 9.02000E-01
 




02 3.18700E-01 4.76990E-01 7.07485E-01 9.02000E-01
 
5 4.20 2.08511E-02 2.86746E-01 4.76990E-01 7.07485E-01 9.02000E-01
 
6 4.80 I.95045E-02 2.68226E-01 4.76990E-01 707485E-01 9,02000E-01
 
7 7.20 1.59253E-02 2.19006E-01 4.76990E-01 7.07485E-01 9.02000E-01
 
8 8.70 1.44875E-02 1.99233E-01 4.76990E-01 7.07485E-01 9.02000E-01
 
9 11.60 1.25466E-02 1.72541E-01 4.76990E-01 7.07485E-01 9.02000E-01
 












RUN=4529 TOP AIR 

TPC "= 710.00 DEG-R 
TI " '541.00 DEG-R 





PT = 649.70 
MINF = 7.939 



















































































H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO
 
2. 5 4 8 3 7E-01 2. 8 4 8 1
2.25098E-01 6 E-OI 9.02000E-01
 
1.83792E-01 2.54837E-0l 2.84816E-01 9.020002-01
 
1.59168E-01 2.54837E-01 2.84816E-01 
 9.02000E-0l 
1.36990E-01 2.54837F-01 2.84816E-01 9.02000E-01 
1.13983E-01 2.5-4837E-01 2.84816E-01 9.0200O-O 
9.11394E-02 2.54837E-01 2.84816E-0l 9.02000E-01 
8.05979E-02 2.54837E-01 2.84816E-01 9.02000E-01 
7.01379E-02 2.54837E-01 2.84816E-01 9.02000E-0l 
6.24309E-02 2.54837E-01 2.84816E-01 9.02000E-01 
5.99462E-02 2.54837E-01 2.84816E-01 9.02000E-01 
RIIN=4530 TOP ArR PT = 644.70
 
TPC = 760.00 DEG-R MINF = 7,938
 
TI = 543.00 DEG-R R/FT = 3.06015E+06
 
TO =1345.00 DEG-R "" 	
_ 
SOROCC= .0586 - ALPHA=25.000 




CONTOUR T.SEC H.BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/IHS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO
 
1 	 1.10 2.18405E-02 3.01177E-01 3.23789E-01 3.90896E-01 9.02000E-01
 
2 	 1.60 1.81092E-02 2.49722E-01 3.23789E-01 3.90896E-01 9.02000E-01
 
3 	 2.50 1.44873E-02 1.99778E-01 3.23789E-01 '3.90896E-01 9.02000E-01
 
4 	 3.50 1.22440E-02 1.68843E-01 3.23789E-01 3.90896E-01 9.020OOE-01
 
5 	 4.70 1.05660E-02 1.45703E-01 3.23789E-01 3.90896E-01 9.020OOE-01
 
6 	 5.80 9.51141E-03 1.3116tE-O 3.23789E-01 3.90896E-01 9.02000E-01
 
7 7.90 8.14977E-03 1.12384E-01 3.23789E-01 3.90896E-O1 9.02000E-01
 
8 10.60' 7.03568E-03 9.70207E-02 3.23789E-01 3.90896E-01 9.02000E-01
 










RUN=4531 TOP AIR PT = 639.70
 
TPC = 760.00 DEG-R MINF = 7,937
 












CONTOUR TSEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS 

1 1.20 2.1811BE-02 3.02334E-01 

2 1.60 1.88896E-02 2.61829E-01 

3 2.60 1.48182E-02 2.05396E-01 

4 3,40 1.29581E-02 1.79613E-0l 

5 4.10 1.18002E-02 1.63563E-01 

6 5.20 1.04780E-02 1.45237E-01 

7 6.60 9.30058F-03 1.28916E-01 

8 8.10 8.39537E-03 1..6368E-01 

9 9.40 7.79324E-03 1.08022E-01 

10 9.90 7.59389E-03 1.05259E-01 









































































RtJN=4532 TOP AIR PT = 1414.70 
TPC = 910.00 OFG-R MINF = s.034
 










CONTOUR TSEC HoBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO
 
1 1.30 4.14170E-02 3.94558E-01 5.00457E-01 7.70352E-01 9.02000E-01
 
2 2.00 3.33914E-02 3.18103E-01 5.00457E-01 7.70352E-O1 9.02000E-0I
 
3 2.70 2.87388E--02 2.73779E-01 5.00457E-01 7.70352E-01 9.020OOE-01
 
4 3;80 2.2247E-2 2.30776E-01 5.00457E-01 7.70352E-O1 9.02000E-01
 
5 5.20 2.07085E-02 1.97279E-01 5.00457E-01 7.70352E-01 9.02000E-01
 
6 6.30 1h88139E-02 1.79230E-01 5.00457E-01 7.70352E-01 9.02000E-O1
 
7 7.90 1.68010E-02 1.60055E-01 5.00457E-0I 7.70352E-01 9.02000E-01
 
8 8.30 1a63912E-02 1.56150E-01 5.00457E-01 7.70352E-01 9.02000E-01
 
9 8.80 1.59187E-02 1.51649E-01 5.00457E-01 7.70352E-01 9.02000E-01
 










RUN=4533 TOP AIR PT = 178.70
 
TPC = 760.00 DEG-R MINF = 7.762 
TI = 543.00 DEG-R R/FT = 1.05357E+06 
TO =1220.00 DEG-R 
SQROCK= .0586 ALPHA=25.000 
MODEL=31 PHI= 0,600 
HS= 3.97352E-02 BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
-
CO! 	1J'; T"SEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-fit . ./Hs 

L 2.70 1.81795E-02 457515E-01 

2 3.60 1.57439E-02 3,96220E-01 

3 5.50 1.27374E-02 3.2055aE-01 

4 7.00 1.12905E-02 2.84144E-01 

5 9.60 9.64113E-03 2.42634E-O 
























































RUN=4534 TOP AIR PT = 1414.70 
TPC " =1010.00 DEG-R MINF = 8.034 . 
Tt 543.00 DEG-R RIFT = 6.O3110E06 





































2.50 ..... t564 69E0" 4.81250t-51 6.40762E-01 1.29199E+00 9.02000E-01 
6 3430 C4S8S2E-.02 4.18875E-01 6o40762E-01 1.29199E+00 9.02000E-01 
7 3.40 4.32321E-02 4.12669E-01 6.40762E-01 1.29199E+00 9.02000E-01 
8 4.-80 3.63852E-02 .3.47313E-01 6.40762E-01 1.29199E+00 9.0'2000E-01 
9 5.50 3.39910E-02 3.24459E-01 6.40762E-01 1.29199E+00 9.02000E-01 
1ff 1.,00 3.01298E-02 2.87602E-01 6.40762E-01 1.29199E+00 9.02000E-01 
11 10.00 2.52084E-02 2.40625E-01 6.40762E-01 1.291992+00 9.02000E-01 














RUN=4535 TOP AIR PT = 1414.70 
TPC = 960.00 OEG-R MINF = 8.034 
TI - 544.00 DEG-R R/FT = 6.10306E+06 - _ --
TO =1400.00 DG-R 






CONTOUR TSEC H.BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO
 
I 1.30. 5.5381E-02 5.28624E-01 5.78742E-01 1.02346E+00 9.020001-01
 
2 1.60 4.99225E-02 4.764951-01 5.78742E-01 1.02346E+00 9.02000E-01
 
3 2.tO0 4.35760E-02 .1S9196-01 5.78742E-0l 1.02346E+00 9.02000E-0
 
4 2.30 4.16383E-02 3o04242-01 5.78742E-01 1.02346E+00 9.020OOE-01
 
5 2.50 3.99380E-02 3.81196E-01 5.78742E-01 1.02346E 00 9.020001-01
 
6 4.10 3.11864E-02 2.97664-E-01 ,5o8742E-01 1.02346E+00 9.02000E-01
 
7 ,6.00 2.57799E-02 2.46061E-01 5.78742E-01 1.02346E+00 9.020002-0
 
8 7.80 2.261V50CG2 2215810E-01 5.78742E-01 1.02346E+00 9.020001-01
 
9 10.30 1.96761E-02 1.87802E-01 5.78742E-01 1.02346E+00 9.020002-01
 














RUNi4536 TOP AIR PT = 174.70 
TPC = T'0.00 DEG-R MINF = 7.759 









CONTOUR TtSEC H.BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS 

I 1310" 1.83009E-02 4.6658 1E-01 

2 2.20 1.40680E-02 3.58664E-01 

3 4.30 1.00626E-02 2.56546E 01 

4 6.10 8.44850E-03 2.15394E-01 

5 9.00 6.95542E-03 1.77328E-01 



















































RUN=!537 TOP AIR PT = 170.70 
TPC = 760.00 DEG-R HMNF = 7.755 
TI = 542,00 DEG-R R/FT = i.04432Et06 ..... 
TO =1195.00 DEG-R 
SQROCK= ,0586 --- -­ AL-PHA=25.00O 
MODEL=41 PHI= 0.000 __ 
HS= 3.88261E-02 BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
CONTOUR TSEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 3.70 1.66l3E-O2 4.27838E-01 4.068OOE-O1 5.45264E-0L 9.02000E-01 
2 4.70 1.47386E-02 3.79605E-01 4.06800E-01 5.45264E-01 9.02000E-01 
3 6.7o 1.23443E-02 3.17939E-01 4.06800E-0 5.45264E-01 9.02000E-OI 
4 11.40 9.46351E-03 2.43741E-01 4.06800E-01 5.45264E-01 9.02000E-01 
5 14.60 8.36235E-03 2.L5379E-O1 4.06800E-01 5.45264E-01 9.02000E-01 
S4 --. -_ 
RUN=4538 TOP AIR PT = 1419.70
 
TPC = 6o.6ao bEtR MINF = 8.034
 










CONTOUR T1%SEC HpBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR 
1 - 1.30 1.83075E-02 1.74069E-01 3.02442E-01 





4 2.30 1.17638E-02 1.30866E-01 3.02442E-01 
5' 2.90 1.22575E-02 1.16545E-01 3.02442E-0i 
6 3;30 1.14906E-02 1.09253E-01 3.02442E-01 
7 - 3.70 1.08518E-02 1.03179E-01 3.02442E-01 
8 4.80 9.52753-03 9.05882E-02 3.02442E-01 

9 5.90 8.59360E-03 8.17083E-02 3.02442E-O1 

. 10 7,20 7.77920E-03 7.39650E-02 3.02442E-0F 

11 8.50 7 1Sg65E-03 6.80742E-02 3.02442E-01 






























































RUN=4539 TOP AIR PT = 164.70 
TPC = 635.00 DEG-R MINF = 7.750 
TI = 542.00 DEG-R R/FT = 9.61362Et05 
TO =1230.00 DEG-R . . .. -
SQROCK= .0537 "- 'LPHA=25.O00 
MODEL=31 ' PHI= 0.000 
HS= 3.81618E-02 BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
CONTOUR TSEC H,BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 1.30 7.87577E-03 2.06378E-01 1.63888E-01 1.67221E-01 9.02000E-01 
2 2.20 6.05415E-03 1.58644E-01 1.63888E-01 1.67221E-01 9.02000E-O1 
3 3.60, 4.73275E-03 1.24018E-01 1.63888E-01 1.67221E-01 9.02000E-01 
4 4.90 4.05664E-03 1.06301E-01 1.63888E-O1 1.67221E-01 9.02OOE-01 
5 5.80 3.72864E-03 9.77060E-02 1.63888E-01 1.67221E-01 9.02000E-01 
6 7.90 3.19485E-03 8.37186E-02 1.63888E-O 1.6722LE-01 9.02000E-01 
7 11.00 2.70750E-03 7.09478E-02 1.63888E-O1 1.67221E-0l 9.02000E-01 
8 L3.80 2.41727E-03 6.33426E-02 1.63888E-O1 1.67221E-01 9.02000E-01 
4o 










RUNf=4540 TOP AIR PT = 1949.70
 
TPC =10100.0 DEG-R MINF = 8.071
 










CONTOUR T.SEC H.BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAN/TO
 
1 1.30 7.34361E-02 6.03950E-01 6.53367E-01 1.35705E+00 9.02000E-01
 
2 1.50 6.83653E-02 5.62247E-01 6.53367E-01 1.35705E+00 9.02000E-01
 
3 fl80 6.24087E-02 5.13259E-01 6.53367E-01 1.35705E+00 9.02000E-01
 
4 2.70 - 5.09565E-02 4.19074E-01 6.53367E-01 1.35705E+00' 9.02000E-01 
5 4.50 3.94707E-02 3.24614E-01 6.53367E-01 1.35705E+00 9.02000E01
 
6 7.40 3.07798E-02 2.53138E-01 '6.53367E-01 1.35705E+00' 9.02000E-01
 
7 10.10 2.63464E-02 2.16677E-01 6.53367E-01 1.35705E+00 9.020OOE-01
 












RUN=4541 TOP AIR PT = 1414*70 
TPC = 810.00 DEG-R MINF = -8.034 
TI = 544.00 DEG-R R/FT = 6.03110E+06 
TO =1410.00 DEG-R 
SQROCK=-. 0595 --­AtPHA=25.000 
MODEL=41 PHI= 0.000 _ , 
HS= 1.05090E-01 BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-OEG-R 
CONTOUR TtSEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SECrDEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 1.30 2.42233E-02 2.30501_.E-01 *3.65475E-O1 4.64182E-01 9.02000E-01 
2 2.10 1.9058BE-02 1.81357E-01 3.65475E-01 4.64182E-01 9.02000E-0 
3 3.20 1.54394E-02' 1.46916E-01 3.65475E-01 4.64182E-Oi 9.02000E-01 
4 4.80 1.26062E-02 1.19956E-01 3.65475E-01 4.64182E-01 9o02000E-01 
5 6.30 1.10036E-02 1.04707E-01 3.65475E-01 4.64182E-01 9.02000E-01 
6 6.90 1.05143E-02 1.0005LE-01 3.65475E-01 4.64182E-01 9.02000E-0l 
.7 8.80 9.31031E-03 8.85937E-02 3.65475E-01 4.64182E-01 9.02000E-0 
10.0 8.44333E203 8.03438E-02 3.65475E-01 4.64182E-OI 9.02000E-0 










RUN=4542 TOP AIR PT = 166.70 
TPC = 6LO.00 DEG-R MINF = 7.752 
TI = 545.00 DEG-R R/FT = 9.59352E+05 
TO =1240.00 OEG-R 
SQROCK= .0527 ALPHA=25.000 
MODEL=22 - PHI= 0.000 
HS= 3.83459E-02 BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
CONTOUR TSEC H9BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 1.30 5.10357E-03 1.33093E-01 1.13343E-01 1.10417E-01 9.02000E-01 
2 2.30 3.83691E-03 1.0006E-0I 1.13343E-01 1.10417E-01 9.02000E-01 
3 3.4o0 3.15578E-03 8.22976E-02 1.13343E-01 1.10417E-01 9.020OOE-01 
4 4.70 2.68409E-03 6.99967E-02 1.13343E-01 1.10417E-01 9.02000E-01 
5 6.30 2.31833E-03 6.04583E-02 1.13343E-01 1.10417E-0i 9.02000E-01 
6 7.20 2.16860E-03 5.65536E-02 1.13343E-01 .1t0417E-0i 9.02000E-01 
7 9.70 1.86836E-03 4.87237E-02 1.13343E-0 1.10417E-01 9.02000E-01 
8 11.50 I.71592E-03 4.47484E-02 1.13343E-01 1.10417E-0I 9.02000E-01 
9 12.60 1.63931E-03 4.27505E-02 1.13343E-01 1.10417E-01 9.02000E-01 















RUN=4543 TOP AIR PT = 1404g70 
TPC = 810.00 DEG-R MINF = 8.033 
TI = 545.00 DEG-R R/FT - 5.78381E+06 
TO =1440.00 DEG-R 
SOROCK= .0595 -­ACPHA=25.000 
MODEL=3 _ . PHI- 0.000 
HS= 1.04962E-01 BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
CONTOUR T,SEC ,HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 1.30 2.28969E-02 2918144E-O1 3.51515E-01 4.38765E-01 9.02000E-01 
2 1.70 2.00228E-02 1.90762-01 3.51515E-01 4.38765E-01 9.020000E-0 
3 2'50 1,65It2E-OZ 1.57306E-01 3.515I5-01 4.38765E-01 9.OZOOOE-OL 
4 340 ".41582E-02 1.3489E-01 3.51515E-01 4.38765E-01 9.02000E-01 
"-+--"5 4.50 " .23067E-02 1.1724A9E-01 3.51515E-01 4.38765E-01 9.020OOE-Ol 
6 5.50 1.11319E-02 1.06056E-01 3.51515E-OL 4.38765E-01 9.02000E-01 
7 6.60 1.01619E-02 9.68152E-02 3.51515E-01 4.38765E-O 9.02000E-01 
8 7.50 9,53275E-03 9.08207E-02 3.51515E-01 4.38765E-01 9.02000E-01 
9 8.60 8.90225E-03 8.48138E-02 3.51515E-01 4.38765E-01 9o02000E-01 
10 10.30 8.13449E-03 7.74992E-02 3.51515E-01 4.38765E-01 9.02000E-01 
11 11.90 7.567906-03 7.21011E-02 3,51515E-01 4.38765SE-01 9,02000E-01 
0 







5 ______________________________________________ ______ ______________________________ 
4 
________________________________________ 
RUN=4544 TOP AIR PT = 174.70
 
TPC = 635.00 DEG-R MINF = 7.759
 
TI - 542.00 DEG-R R/FT = 9,51232E+05
 
TO =IZBO(.O pEG-R 
SOOG4@ .0537 -" ALPHA=25000 
';2PNOOEi.'l,.- PHI- 0.00o .... 
44S-' 3,936B5-02 BTU/FT.SQ-SECO-DE-R, 
CONTOUR tSEC H*BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R HMHS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO
 
L 1.30 -7a21380E-03 I.83Z42E-O1 1.51822E-01 1.53167E-01 902000E-Ol
 
2 2.10 5.67585E-03 1.44174E-01 1.51822E-01 1.53167E Oi 9.02000E-O1 
- - -..3.00 4.74875E-03 1.206SE-Of. 531822E-OI 9.OZOOOE-Oi.53167E-al 
4 3.80 4.21938E-03 1;oT78E-OI V.51822E- 1 T.53167E-01 9.02000E-O1,
 
5 5.30 3.57275E-03 9.07526E-02 L.51822E-OI 1.53167E.1 9.02000E-O1 
6'5IaazE-01 
, :"i1 t 2.43606E-03 6.18792E-02 1.51822E-01 1.53167E-01 9.02000E-01 
6 7.90 " 333E-02 153164E--l
-:'Z.92635E-03 9.02000E-Ol
 







-RUN=4545 TOP AIR PT = 1944.70 
TPC = 860.00 DEG-R MINF = 8.070 
TI = 542.00 DEG-R R/FT-= 8.29830E+06 
TO =1400.00 DEG-R 
SQROCK= o0604 
MODEL=22 - ' 
-.-. -ALPHA=25.000 -
PHI= 0.00 " __ 
HS= 1.21798E-01 BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
CONTOUR TSEC H.BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 .70 4,47854E-02" 3.67702E-01 4.41176E-01 6.20366E-01 9.02000E-01 
2 .80 4.18929E-02 3.43954E-01 4.41176E-01 6.20366E-01 9.02000E-01 
3 1.00 3*74701E-02 3.07642E-01 4.41176E-01 6.20366E-01 9.02000E-01 
4 1.40 3-.16680E-02 12.60005E-01 4.41176E-01 6.20366E-01 9.02000E-01 
5 l.80 2.79286E-02 2.29303E-01 4.41176E-01 6.20366E-01 9.02000E-01 
6 2*20 2.52624E-02 2.07412E-01 4.41L76E-01 6.ZO366E-01 9.02000E-01 
7 2.60 2.32380E-02 1.90791E-01 4.41176E-01 6.20366E-01 9.02000E-01 
8 2.70 2.28036E-02 1.87225E-01 4,41'76E-OL' 6.20366C-01 9.02000E-01, 
9 3.10 2.12816E-02 1.74729E-01 4.41176E-01 6.20366E-01 9.02000E-01 
LO 3.30 2.06266E-02 1.69351E-Ol 4.41176E-01 6.20366E-01 9.02000E-01 
It 3.50 2.00286E-02 .64441E-01 4.41-±76E-01 6.20366E-01 9.02000E-01 
12 3.90 1,89737E-02 - 1.55780-0t 4.41176F-01 6.20366E-1 q.0200O-1 
13 4.30 - 1.80697E-O2 - t.48358E"OL 4.41176E-01 6.20366E-01- 9,02000E-01 
14 4.70 1,72837E-02 1.4 90E-0l .41176E-01 6.20366E-01 9,02000E-01 
* 15 5.30 1,62760E-02 1.33631E-01 4.41176E-OI" 6.20366E-01 9.02000E-01 
16 - 6.50 1.46970E-02 .* t;206iE-O 4.41176E--Of 6.20366E01 9.026000E24,. - , 
17 6.90 .i 1,42646E-02:" 1.17117E-O'I 4 41176E-01 6.203662-0" -­9,02000F-01 
18 8.10 1.316572-02 .08094E-01 4.41176E-01 6.20366E-01 9.02000E-01 
. -1 .. 30 "1.16753E-02 9.58576E-0- 441176E-01 6,26366E-01 9,020002-01 
20 LtmBO -' .09080E-02 8.95580E-02 t.41176 -O 6.20366E-O 9.02000E-01 
7 
t4 




RUN=4546 TOP AIR PT = 639.70 
TPC = 860.00 OEG-R MINF = 7,937 
TI 543.00 DEG-R R/FT = 3.17441E+06 
TO =1310.00 DEG-R 
SQROCK- o0604 ALPHA=35.000 
MODEL=31 " PHI= 0.000 
HS= 7i20267E-02 BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
CONTOUR T.SEC H.BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R HIS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 3.80 2.18329F-02 3.03122E-01 4.75883E-Oi 7.04639E-01 9.23000E-01 
.- 2 ­ 5.10 1.88460E-02 2.61652E-01 4.75883E-01 7.04639E-01 9.23000E-01 
3 7.20 1.58612E-02 2.20213E-01 4.75883E-01 7.04639E-01 9*23000E-:1­
4 10.30 1.'32613E-02 1.84116E-01 4.75883E-01 7.04639E-01 9.2300DE-01 
5 11.80 1.23898E-02 1.72016E-01 4.75883E-01 7.04639E-01 9.23000E-0l 
Cr
 











RUN=4548 TOP AIR PT 669.70
 
TPC = 860.00 DEG-R MINF T.943
 










CONTOUR TSEC HBTO/FT.SQ-SEC"DEG'k H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO
 
3 
1 2.80 2.46217E-02 3.34251E-01 4.66977E-01 6.82118E-01 9.23000E-01 
2 5.20 1.80674E-02 2.45273E-01 4,66977E-01 6.82118E-01 9.23000E-O1 
.1.3 "7.0 1.5572LE-02 2;113,99E-01 4.66977E-01 6'821HIBEZOI 9.23000E-01 
4 >.00. 1.37333EO2- _ _ 9"36E-0 4.66977E-01 6.82118E-01 9.23000E-01 
-s I1.10 1.23662E-02 1.67477E-01 4.66977E-01 6.82118E-01 9.23000E-01 
6 13.20 1.13399E-02 1.53945E-01 4.66977E-01 6.82118E-01 9.23000E-01 
7 15.00 1.06378E-02 1.44413E-01 4.66977E-0l 6.82118E-OL 9.23000E-01 
-. - .. 








RUN=454g TOP AIR 





TI =_544.'00 DEG-R R/FT 3.0210+06 
TO - =1335.00 bE4-R 
SOROCK= .0574 ALPHA=35.O00 
MODEL=22 - PHI= 0.000 
HS= 7.26281E-02 BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
CONTOUR T.SEC HtBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 1.20 1.39244E-02 1.91722E-01 2.41207E-01 2.65739E-01 9.23000E-0 
2 1,60 1.20589E-02 L.66036E-01 2°4 207E-0t 2.65739E-0 9.23000E-0 
3 2.00" 1.07858E-02 1.48507E-01 2.41207E-01 2.65739E-0l 9.23000Er01 
" r-A 2.60 9.45975E-03 1.30249E-01 26.1207E-01 2.65739E-01 9.23000E-01 
.5 4.30 7.35584E-03 1.01281E-01 2.41207E-01 2.65739E-01 9.23000E-01 













RUN=4550 TOP AIR PT = 644.70 
TPC = 760.00 OEG-R MINF = 7_9___ 
TI = 542.00 OEG-R RIFT = 3.06015E+06_ .... 
TO =1345.00 DEG-R 
SQROGKF .0586 ALPHA=35.000 
MODE.Lt31 PH=_ 0.000 
HS= 7.25173E-02 BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
" CONTOUR TvSEC HvBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R HIHS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 .40 3.43750E-02' 4.74025E-01 3.11680E-O0 3.71001E-01 9.23000E-01 
2 1.30 1.906'8E-02 2.62942E-01 3.11680E-01 3.7LOOIE-01 9.23000E-01 
3 1.10 1.66t43E-02 2.29936E-01 3.11680E-0L .- 2o7100lE-01 9.23000E-01> -
4 2,50 1.-t500E-02 t.89610E-01 3.116802-01 t.l d1ol 9.23000E-01 
5 2.90 1.27666E-02 1.76049E-01 3.11680E-01 3.71001E-01 9.23000E-01 
6 3.30 1.19678E-02 1.65034E-0l 3.11680E-01 3.7L00iE-01 9.23000E-01 
.7 3.70 1.13024E-02 1.55859E-01 3.11680E-01 3.TLOOIE-01 9.23000E-01 
8 4.70 1.00282E-02 1.38287E-01 3.11680E-01 3.71001E-01 9.23000E-01 
9 5.20 9.53391E-03 1.31471E-01 3.116BOE-01 3.71001E-01 9.23000E-01 
10 6.00 8.87559E-03 1.22393E-01 3.11680E-01 3.71001E-01 9.23000E-01 
11 8.10 7.63889E-b3 1.05339E-01 3.11680E-O 3.71001E-01 9.23000E-01 
12 t1".70 6.35594E-03 8.16473E-02 3.11680E-O 3.71001E-01 9,23OOE-01 
13 14.90 5.63222E-03 7.76673E-02 3.11682-OLL 3,7100IE-01. . 'q23000E-01 











RIIN=4551 TOP -AIR PT = 1389.70 .........
 
TPC = 910.00 DEG-R MINP = 8*032
 
TI = 542.00 fEG-R R/FT = 5.92822E+O6 .................... . .
 
TO =1410.00 DEG-oR 
OROCK= .061~3 - - ALPHA=35O00m 6-L=22'PHI=_0.000 
HSa-1O063E -OL, T/FT-SQ-SEC-DEG-R
 
CONTOOR T.SEC H.BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-OEG-R 

t 130 3.91002E-02 

2 2.50 2.81956E-02 

- 3 2 .90 " 2.61789E=02 

4 3.30 2.454 1E 02 

5 3.40 2.41775E-02 

6 3.80 2.28696E-02 

7 5.00 1.99373E-02 

a 6.00 1.02002E-02 





















































































RUN=4552 TOP AIR PT = 674.70 
TPC = 760.'00 DEG-R MINF = 7.944 
TI =_541.00 DEG-R R/FT = 3.27818E+06 
TO =1325.00 OEG-R -"
 
SQROCK= .0586 - AQPHA=35.00 ,
 
"




CONTOUR TSEC H,BTU/FT°SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR . BETA TAW/TO
 
1 1.30 1.98629E-02 2.68594E-01 3..21126P 01 3.8647,E-01 9.23000E-O
 
2 2.20 1.52687E-02 2.06470E-01 3.21126E-01 3.86471E-01 9.23000E-01
 
3 2.60 1.40452E-02 1.89925E-01 3.21126E-01 3.86471E-0 - .21DO0OE'V' 
4 3.00 1.10754P-02 1.76810E-0 3.21126E-01 3.86471E-01 9.23000E-Ol
 
5 3.80 1.16178E-02 1.57100E-01 3.21126E-01 3.86471E-01 9.23000E-O
 
6 4.60 1.05593E-02 1.42787E-01 3.21126E-O1 3.86471E-01 9.23000E-01
 
7 5.50 9.65679E-03 1.30583E-01 3.21126E-01 3.86471E-01 9.23000E-01
 
8 6.50 8.88296E-03 1.20119E-01 3.21126E-01 3.86471E-01 9.23000E-01
 
9 8.80 7.63436E-03 1.03235E-01 3.21126E-01 3.86471E-01 9.23000E-01
 
10 10.00 7.16167E-03 9.68430E-02 3.21126E-OI 3.86471E-0t 9.23000E-01
 
i1 10.50 6.98907E-03 9.45091E-02 3.21126E-01 3.8647IE-01 9.23000E-01.
 
12 12.10 6.51061E-03 8.80391e-0 - .25126E-O1 3.86471E-01 q.23000E-01
 
13 13.70 6,11863E-03 82736-0A23_*.1i2bE-1L_328647IE-O1 9.23000E-01
 
5.84748E-03 ,211__
14 15.00 7,9072 E 26F-01 3.86471E-01 9.23000E-01
 
15 16.80 5.52535E-03 7.47160E 02 3.21126E-01 3.86471E-01 9.230OOE-Oi
 
12 t_ 





RUN=4506 SIDE AIR PT = 659.70
 
TPC. = 710.00 DEG-R MINF = .941
 





 #41304=22 	 PHI= 0.000
 
1l 1LE-62 STU/JFT.; So--SEC-OEG-R
 
CONTOUR t.SEC HBTUFT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO
 
, 4.30 7,57503E-03 1,03327E-01 2.46914E-01 2.73657E-01 9.O0000E-01
 
2 4.70 7.24552E-03 9.88325E-02 2.46914E-01 2.73657F-01 9.00000E-01 
3, , 5.50 6.69788E-03 9.13624E-02 2.46914E-01 2.73657E-01 9.OOOOoE-0l 
4 l750 5.73572E-03 7.aa3StE-02. 2.46914E-O. 2.73657E-01 9.O0000E-01 
5 	 8.40 5.41975E-03 7.39280E-02 2.46914E-01 2.73657E-01 9.O0000E-01
 
6 	 9.60 5.06971E-03 6.91533E-02 2.46914E-01 2.73657E-01 9.00000E-01 
.	 ,J-40-.. 4.87082E-03 6.64404E-02 2.46914E-01 2.73657E-01 9.o00000E-01 
912;'0 - " 4.53448E-03 6.18526E-O2 2.46914E-01 2.73657E-01 9.O0000E-01 











RUN=4513 SIDE AIR PT = 171.70 
TPC = 635.00 DEG-R MINF = 7*756 
TI = 541.00 DEG-R R/FT = 1.00031E+06 _ 
TO =1230.00 DEG-R 
SQROCK= .0537- .ALPHA=30.O00 
MODEL=31 PHI= 0.000 
HS- 3.88940E-02 BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
CoNTOUR T;SEC H.BTtI'FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 2.60 5.65510E-03 1._538E-0jl _ 6078E-01 1.69806E-01 9.00000E-01 
2 4.20 4.44941E-03 1.14399E-01 1.66078E-01 1.69806E-01 9.OOOOOE-0"i 
3" 9.20 3.00631E-03"' 7.72949E-02 1.66079E-01 ,.69806E-01 9.O00OOE-01 















TO =1390.00 DEG-R 
STOCK=-. .059"5 
.!=g , 053" 9. 
* HS= 1.04939F-01 
. ALPHA=301000 
PHI= _0.000_ 
TUI/FT. SQ-SEC-OEG-R ,_, 
C6MPqjbA T;.SEC HBtU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
i 50*"2.38611E-02 2.27380E-01 3.79747E-01 4.91155E-01 9.00000E-Ol 
2 3.eO 1.49915E-02 1.42858E-01 3.79747E-01 4.91155E-01 9.O0000E-O1 
3 7,.00 1.10455E-02 1.05256E-01 3.79747E-01 4.91155E-01 9.OOOOOE-0O 
4 9 .60 9.431qzE-03 8.98798E-02 3 .79 74 7 E-01  4.91155E-01 9.OOOOOE-01 
5 10.60 8.97600F-03 8.55352E-02' 3.79747E-01 4.91155E-01 9.OOOOOE-0t 
6 11.60 8.58039E-03 8.17652E-02 3.79747E-01 4.91l55E-01 9.O0000E-01 
12.
 
U, ,3 . "" 
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 
_ _ 
RUN=4522 SIDE AIR PT = 639.70 
TPC = 610.00 DEG-R MINF = 79._37__. _ 
TI = 541.00 DEG-R R/FT = 3.L7441E+06 
TO =1310.00 DEG-R 
SpRQCK= .0521 ALPHA=30.000 
i O0EL=2Q PHI= 0.000 
HS= 7.16596F-02 BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
CONTOUR T,SEC HIBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS 

1 .70 6.60590E-03 9.21844E-02 

2 1.50 4.51269E-03 6.29739E-02 

3 1.90 4.00963E-03 5.59538E-02 

4 2.30 3.64432E-03 5.08560E-02 

5 2.70 3.36356E-03 4.6938OE-02 

6 3.10 3.13906E-03 4.38052E-02 

7 3.50 2.95425E-03 4.12261E-02 

8 3.90 2.79865E-03 3.90548E-02 

9 4.70 2.54937E-03 3.55760E-02 

10 5.10 2.44735E-03 3.41524E-02 

11 5.90 2.27539E-03 3.17527F-02 

12 6.70 2.13522E-03 2.97968E-02 

13 7.50 2.01814E-03 2,81628E-02 

14 8.70 1,87379E-03 _O.61485E-Q2 

15 9.90 TJ656E03 - 2.45126E-O15 .7do 
16 lOf.7- 68962E-03 - ,2,3584E.02 
17 11.50- 1w62979E-'63 2,27435E-02 
18 12.30 1.57590E-03-- 2.19914E-02 



































































































































RUN=4529 SIDE AIR PT = 649.70
 
TPC = 710.00 DEG-R MTNF = 7,.939_
 
TI = 541.00 DEG-R R/FT = 3. Z . . ........
 







CONTOUR T.SEC H.BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO
 
1 1.60 1.29910E-02 1.78871E-01 2.55867E-01 2.86281E-01 9.OOOOOE-O1
 
2 4.60 7.66170E-03 1.05492E-0I 2.55867E-01 2.86281E-01 9.OOOOOE-O1
 
3 5.60 6.94401E-03 9.56105E-02 2.55867E-0I 2.86281E-0I 9.O0000E-O
 
4 6.70 6.34844E-03 8.74102E-02 2.55867E-0I 2.86281E-01 9.OOOOOE-01
 
5 7.90 5.84643E-03 8.04982E-02 2.55867E-01 2.86281E-O1 9.OOOOOE-01
 
6' 10.00 5.19642E-03 7.15483E-02 2.55867E-0I 2.86281E-01 9.00000E-O
 
7 13.40 4.48902E-03 6.18083E-02 2.55867E-01 2.86281E-01 9.OOOOOE-01
 











_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
RUN=454q SIDE AIR PT = 649.70 
TPC = 710.00 DEG-R MINF - 7.939 
TI = 544.00 DEG-R R/FT = 3.IZITOE+06 
TO =1335.00 DEG-R 
SQROCK= .0574 ALPHA=35.000 
MODEt=22 PHI= 0.066__ 
HS= 7.26281E-02 BTU/FTSQ-SEC-'DEG-R 
CONTOUR- TSEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 1.80 -1°2042OE-02, 1.65804g-01 2. 52471E-01 2. 81464E-01 9oOQOOOF-01 
2 5.90 6.65f34E-03 9.15809E-02 2.52471E-01 2.81464E-01 9.OOOOOE-01 
3 10.10 5.O8364E03, 6".9955E-02 2.52471E-01 2.81464E-01 9.00000E-Ol 
4 i.90 4,6'34JE-03 ".44848E-Q2 2.52471E-l 2.j1i464E-01 9.00OOE-01 
51 14.60 4.22823E-03 5.82176E-02 2.52471E-01 2.81464E-01 9oOOOOE-O1 











RIN=4550 STOE AIR PT = 644.70 ......
 
TPC = 760.00 DEG-R MINF = _ 7_93B
 
TI = 542.00 DEG-R R/FT = 3.0601_5_+06 .......
 








CONTOUR TSEC H.BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/IHS 

1 8.50 7.93466E-03 1.09418E-01 

2 9190 7.35225E-03 1.01386E-01 

3 	 11.20 6.91240E-03 9.53207E-02 

14,80 6.01322E-03 8.29212E-02 





































RUN=4551 SIDE AIR 
 PT =_138S.70
 
TPC = 910.00 DEG-R MINF = 8.032
 
TI = 542.00 DEG-R 











CONTOUR TSEC H.BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
 H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO

1 7.70 1.73744E-02 . 66961-0_1.... 5.069 7.86494E-Ol 9.0002-O 
2 11.30 1.43422E-02 1.37823E-01 5.06190E-01 7.86494E-01 
 9.0000E-01
 
















RIIN=45S2 SIDE AIR PT = 674.70 

TPC = 760.00 DEG-R MINF = 7.944 ..... 










CONTOUR TtSEC HBTUIFT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO
 
1 8;80 8.13514E-03 1.10007F-01 3.36147E-01 4.11821E-01 9.00000E-01
 
2 10.90 7.30960E-03 9.88434E-02 3.36147E-01 4.11821E-01 9.00000E-01
 
3 13.00 6.69322E-03 9.05084E-02 3.36147E-01 4.11821-01 9.OOOOOE-0l
 
4 14.50 6.33757E-03 8.56992E-02 3.36147E-01 4.11821E-01 9.O0000E 01
 
5 15.20 6.18992E-03 8.37026E-02 3.36147F-01 4.11821E-01 9.O0OOOE-01
 





RUN=4556 TOP ATR PT = 171.70
 
TPC = 710.00 DEG-R MINF = 7.756
 










CONTOUR TSEC HtBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS 

1 1.80 1.26297E-02 3.21960E-O1 

2 3.80 8.69233E-03 2.21588E-O1 

3 6*90 6.45065E-03 1464442E-01 

4 8.20 5.91726E-03 1.50845E-01 

5 11.80 4.93272E-03 1.25747E-01 
6 14.80 4.40450E-03 1.12281E-01 




























































RUN=4557 TOP AYR PT = 171.70
 
TPC = 760.00 DEG-R MINF = 7,756
 











CONTOUR T.SEC H.BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
 H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO

1 3.60 1.36101E-02 3472O8E-01 3m52580E-01 4.40672E-01 9.23000E-01
 
2 8.90 8.65602E-03 2.20824E-01 3.52580E-01 4.40672E-01 9.23000E-01
 
3 13.60 7,00235E-03 lo78637E-01 3.52580E-01 4.40672E-01 9,23000E-01
4 17000 6.26309E-03 1,59778E-01 3.52580E-O1 4,40672E-01 9,23000E-01 
(.S.OR = EXPECTED. MISSING
 
ERROR NUMBER 0066 DETECTED BY INPUTN AT ADDRESS 011716
 
















RUN=4558 TOP AIR PT = .4-9-7O
 
TPC = 960.00 = 8EG-R
NINF .037 
-- = 534.00 DEG-R R/FT 6.13873E+06 
TO =450 E- -­





CONTOUR T,SEC HBTU/FT.S0.SEC-DEG-R - HH-S-- T-BAR BETA -" TO 
1 1.30 5.01940E-02 4.7314-0E:O1 5.-Si7lE-Oi 9.27552E-O- 9-.23bOOE-0I 
2- 2.50 3.61954E-02 3.41186E-OL 5-51781--E-'0'i 9.27552E-0I- 9.o23000E-O. 
3 2.90 3.36066E-02 3.16783E0l 5.517 816-E0-b 1. -, 52E1 92-30 0-1
 
-4 4.20 2.7925-E-02 2. 63231 E--Gl. 2 - "59-253O0 00 E- 01
 
5 5.30 2 J859-1E-02 2a34328E-0l 5.51-81E--0i 9.27552E-;Ot -i).230-00E-0 .­
'6 6.30 2,28010E-02 2.-4927E-- ... -1fOIY 9.27552E-0i ",,3000E-0.
 
_ .7 7.60 2.07595E-.-02 "-5051781E-01- 927552E-01 9.Z-30OOE-01­-,N9-56-84E0i 

-- :.;'.,. 8 S9O7~.Of Io8375S,- --02 1.fi-13-2IE---O-I 5o,17B1E-1 9.2s52r--ot-----,OO- ­9 ]11.70 16-313E--0-2 [..:71 AE-01 5.51781E-01 9,27552E-:01 9.23000-01 
10 15.30 1.46311E-02 1,37916E-O1 5.51781E-01 4 .27552E--Ot '30D0E-O1 "-­
* - _ - - - _ .--- . -.. ... ..-­
RUN=4559 TOR.. AIR 

TPC =ItOOODEG-R 






PT = 1974.70 
MINF = 8.072 














































































































RUN=4563 TOP AIR 

TPC =1010.00 OEG-R 

TI = 534.00 DEG-R 

TO =1430.00 OEG-R 




PT = 1424.70 
MINF = 8.035 












































































RUN=4561 TOP AIR PT = 160.70
 
TPC = 635.00 DEG-R 
 MINF = 7.746
 












CONTOUR TSEC H,BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO
 
1.' 1.30 7.21493E-03 1.90471E-01 1.51841E-01 1.53190E-01 9.230001-01
 
2 2.30 
 5.42425E-03 1.43198E-01 1.51841E-01 1.53190E-01 9.230002-01
 
3 3.30 4.52842E-03 1.19548E-01 1.51841E-01 1.53190E-01 9.23000--01
 
4 4.50 3.87791E-03 1.02375E-01 1.51841E-01 1.53190E-01 9.23000rO01
 
5 6.60 3.20208E-03 8.45333E-02 1.51841E-01 1.53190E-01 9.230001-01
 
6 8.30 2.85539E-03 7.53808E-02 1.51841E-01 1.53190E-01 9.230001-01
 
7 12.00 
 2.37472E-03 6.26915E-02 1.51841E-01 1.53190E-01 9.23000E-01
 















RUN=4562 TOP AIR PT 1394.70
 
TPC = 760.00 DEG-R MINF = 8.032
 









CONTOUR T,SEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-OEG-R H/HS 

1 1.30 1.67485E-02 1.60289E-01 

2 1.50 1.55921E-02 1.49221E-01 

3 1.80 1.42335E-02 1.36220E-01 

4 2.20 1.28747E-02 1.23215E-01 

5 3.00 1.10252E-02 1.05515E-01 

6 4.00 9.54814E-03 9.13790E-02 

7 5.00 8.54012E-03 8.17319E-02 

8 5.70 7.99855E-03 7.65489E-02 

































































RUN=4563 TOP AIR PT = 165.70 
TPC = 635.00 DEG-R MINF = 7.751 
TI = 536.00 OEG-R R/FT = 9.47438E+05 







CONTOUR TSEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS 

1 1.30 7.74163E-03 2.02043E-01 

2 3.40 4.78701E-03 1.24933E-01 

3 4.50 4.16100E-03 1.08595E-01 

4 5.80 3.66514E-03 9.56538E-02 

5 7.80 3.16051E-03 8.24839E-02 

6 10.80 2.68591E-03 7.00978E-02 




























































RUN=4565 TOP AIR PT = 1469.70 
TPC = 810.00 DEG-R M!NF = 8.038 
TI = 538.00 DEG-R R/FT = 6.07688E+06 
TO =1435.00 DEG-R 
SQROCK= .0595"'?" - LPHA=35.000 
MODEL=31 PHI= 0.000 
HS= 1.07168E-01 BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
CONTOUR T,SEC H,BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS 1-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 1.30 2.23707E-02 2.08745E-01 3.45834E-01 4.28681E-01 9.23000E-01 
2 1.60 2.01647E-02 1.88160-0 3.45834E-01 4.286811-01 9.230002-01 
3 2.00 1.80358E-02 1.68295E-01 3.45834E-01 4.28681E-01 9.23000E-01 
4 2.60 1.58185E-02 1.47605E-01 3.45834E-01 4.28681E-01 9.230002-01 
5 3.30 1.40409E-02 1.31018E-01 3.45834E-01 4.28681E-01 9.23000E-01 
6 4.40 1.21598E-02 1.13465E-01 3.45834E-01 4.28681E-01 9.23000E-01 
7 5.90 1.05009E-02 9.79854E-02 3.45834E-01 4.286812-0 9.23000E-0I 
8 7.60 9.25220E-03 8.63338E-02 3.45834E-01 4.28681E-01 9.23000E-01 
L) 
RUN=4567 TOP AIR PT = 1464.70
 
TPC = 860.00 DEG-R MINF = 8.038
 










CONTOUR TSEC H,BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS 
1 1.30 2.98002E-02 2.78874E-O 
2 1.70 2.60595E-02 2.43868E-Oi 
3 2.00 2.40257E-02 2.24835E-01 
4 2.60 2.10719E-02 1.97194E-01 
5 3.00 1.96169E-02 1.83577E-01 
6 3.30 1.87040E-02 1.75034E-01 
7 3.90 1.72051E-02 1.6100BE-01 
8 4.80 1.55085E-02 1.45131E-Ol 
9 8.10 1.19385E-02 1.11722E-01 
10 11.00 1.02446E-02 9.58702E-02 
















































































RUN=4568 TOP AIR PT = 1929.70 
TPC =1010.00 OEG-R MINF = 8.070 
TI = 540.00 DEG-R R/FT = 7.85879E+06 
TO =1440,00 DEG-R 
SQROCK= .0617 - ALPHA=30.000 
MODEL=31 PHI= 0.000 
HS= 1.21392E-01,BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
CONTOUR TSEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 1.30 6.16804E-02 5.08111E-01 6.078OIE-01 L.13981E00 9.12000E-01 
2 2.00 4.97283E-02 4.09652E-01 6.07801E-OL. 1.13981E+00 9.12000E-01 
3 4,90 3.17703E-02 2.61717E-01 6.07301E-01 1.13981E+00 9.12000E-01 
4 7.10 2.63931E-02 2.17421E-01 6.07801E-01 1.13981E+00 9.12000E-01 
5 11.20 2.10141E-02 1.73110E-01 6.07801E-01 1.13981E+00 9.12000E-01 
Lw) 
(A,, 
P I -I=45&gTAP AIR PT= 9,70 
TPC. = 810. 00 DEG-R MINF = 7.964 
TY = 539.00 0EG-R RfFT = 3,54256E 
TO =1390, 0 DEG-R 
SOROCK- .0595 ALPHA=30.000 
MODEL= 22 PHI= 0.000 


















































-'" , -, ".- - "­
q 5!kTF 
- • - _ ° 
RUN=4570 TOP AIR PT = 1884.70 
TPC = 860.00 DEG-R MINF = 8.067 
TI = 542..00 DEG-R, R/FT = 7.59384E+06 
TO =1450.00 DEG-R 
SQROCK= .0604 ALPHA=30.000 
MODEL=31 PHI= 0.000 
HS= 1.20444E-01 BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R' 
CONTOUR T,SEC H,BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 1.30 2.89603E-02 2.40446E-01 4.07483E-01 5.46685E-01 9.12000E-01 
2 2.80 1.97331E-02 1.63836E-01 4.07483E-01 5.46685E-01 9.12000E-01 
"3 4.10 1.63073E-02 1.35393E-01 4,07483E-01 5.46685E-01 9.12000E-O1. 
4 6.30 1.3L554E-02 1.09224E-01 4.07483E-01 5.46685E-01 9.12000E-01 
5 7.90 1.17479E-02 9.75383E-02 4.07483E-01 5.46685E-01 9.12000E-01 
'3 
A3 
RUN=4571 TOP ATR PT = 789.70 
TPC = 860,00 DEG-R MINF = 7.964
 








HS= 7.92744E-02 RTU/FT. S0-SEC-DEG-R
 
CONTOUR T;SEC I-BTU/FT.SO-SEC-DEG-R H/IHS 

1 1.30 4.07509E-02 5*14049E-01 
2 4.70 2.14319E-02 2.70350E-01 
3 710 1.74373E-02 2.19962E-01 
4 12.40 1.31947E-02 1.66443E-01 















































-AufN-5TrT - - PV 914.70 
TPC = 860.00 DEG-R -INF = 7.982 
-- W 4...4 RjFT =""j-f-l22Eif'06 
.... - ---.-.. 0." -- ... . . . . .. .. 
MO EL=22 PHI= 0000 






















-BA - BETA" 
668082--__ 6.81696E-01 
4.66168- 01 6.81696E-01 
4;766808E-01 -- 6.S1696E-01 
4.66808E-01 6.81696f-" 
4.668o8aE-O1 6,.81696E-Oi 










. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ... 
- RUN=4573 TOP AIR PT = 167.70 
TPC = 760.00 BEG-R MINF = 7.753 
TI = 544.00 OEG-R R/FT = 1.00542E+06 
TO =1210.00 DEG-R 
SQROCK!= .0586. ALPHA=SO.000 
MODEL=31VO PHI= 0.000 
HS= 3.85647E-02 BTUIFT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
CONTOUR TrSEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO, 
1 3.70 , 1.53357E-02 3.97662E-01 3.86045E-01 5.03393E-01 9.12000E-01 
2 6.80 1.13123E-02 2.93333E-01 3.86045E-01 5.03393E-01 9.120OOE-01 
3 8.00 1.04294E-02 2.70439E-01 3.86045E-01 5.03393E-0O 9.12000E-01 











RUN=4574 - lTPP IR ... 
TPC = T60-O-F.G-R 







SOROCK= .0586 . 
MODEL=22 
HS= 8.35322E-02 
. . ALPHA=3;-00 
-- PHI= 0.000 
BT(/FTOSQ-SEC-OEG-R 



















































.. . .. . . . . . . . .. . 
ro --------.. - - . .. ... . .. . .. . - . .. . . ._-- .. -- . . . .....-- - - -. . . 
RUN=4577 TOP AIR PT = 164.70 
TPC = 810.00 DEG-R MINF = 7.750 
TI = 536.00 DEG-R R/FT = 9.29425E+05 
TO =1255.30 DEG-R 





CONTOUR TSEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-OEG-R H/HS 

1 3.60 2.01170E-02 5.23849E-01 

2 7.90 1.35800E-02 3.53626E-01 

3 14.40 1.00585E-02 2.61924E-01 






































RUN=4579 TOP AIR PT = 170.70 
TPC = 660.00 DEG-R MINF = 7.755 
TI = 536.00 DEG-R R/FT = 1.00159E+06 
TO =1225.00 DEG-R 
SOROCKf-;0546 - ALPHA=30.000 
MODEL=31V30 PHI= 0.000 
HS= 3.88214E-02 BTU/FT.SO-SEC-DEG-R 
CONTOUR TSEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 1.30 1.09392E-02 2.81784E-01 2.13352E-01 2.28437E-01 9.12000E-01 
2 3.50 6.66691E-03 1.71733E-01 2.13352E-01 2.28437E-01 9.12000E-01 
3 6.80 4.78304E-03 1.23206E-O 2.13352E-01 2.28437E-01 9.12000E-01 
4 11.30 3.71039E-03 9.55759E-02 2.13352E-01 2.28437E-01 9.12000E-01 
RUN=458t TOP AIR PT = 639.70 
TPC = 960.00 DEG-R MINF = 7.937 
TI = 540.00 DEG-R R/FT = 2.99997E+06 
TO =1355.00 DEG-R 
SQROCK= .0617 ALPHA=30OO00 
MODEL=31V30 - PHI'= "0.000 
HS= 7.21515E-02 BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R
 
CONTOUR T,SEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R HIHS 

-
1 1.30 6.07323E-02 8.41732E O1
 
2 1.80 5.16125E-02 7.15335E-01 

3 5.80 2.87526E-02 3.98503E-01 








































RUN=4582 TOP AIR PT = 634.70 
TPC = 760.00 DEG-R M[NF = 7.936 
TI = 539.00 DEG-R R/FT = 3.03331E+06.. 
TO =1340.00 DEG-R 
SQROCK= .0586 ALRHA=30.000 
MODEL=31V30 PHI= 0.000 
HS= 7.19655E-02 BTU/FT.SO-SEC-DEG-R 
CONTOUR TSEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 1.30 2.00686E-02 2.78864E-01 3.23535E-01 3.90472E-01 9.12000E-01 
2 2.10 1o57899E-02 2.19409E-01 3.23535F-01 3.90472E-01 9.12000E-01 
3 2.60 1.41906E-02 1.97186E-01 3.23535E-01 3.90472E-01 9.12000E-01 
4 3.30 1.25959E-02 1.75028E-01 3.23535E-01 3.90472E-01 9o120OOE-01 
5 4.70 1.05545E-02 1.46661E-01 3.23535E-01 3.90472E-01 9.12000E-01 
6 7.60 8.30006E-03 1.15334E-01 3.23535E-01 3.90472E-01 9.120OOE-01 
7 12.00 6.60537E-03 9.17853E-02 3.23535E-01 3.90472E-01 9.12000E-01 
pr­
RUN=4583 TOP AIR PT = 1444.70 
TPC =1010.00 DEG-R MINF = 8.036 
TI = 540.00 DEG-R R/FT = 6.01188E+06 
TO =1430.00 DEG-R 





CONTOUR TSEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS 

1 1.30 6.33839E-02 5.98281E-01 

2 2.20 4.87236E-02 4.59902E-01 

3 3.40 3.91933E-02 3.69945E-01 

4 7.20 2.69330E-02 2.54220E-01 







































-RUN=4584 TOP AIR PT = 1419.T0 
TPC = 810.00 DECrR MINF = 8.034 
TI = 542.00 OEG-R RIFT = 5.80985E+06 
TO =1445.00 DEG-R 
SQROCK= .0595 ALPHA=30.O00 
MODEL=31V30 PHI= 0,000 
HS= 1.05521E-01 BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
CONTOUR TSEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 1.20 2.32458E-02 2.20295E-01 3.45432E-01 4.27974E-01 9.12000E-01 
2 1.90 1.84739E-02 1.75073E-O1 3.45432E-01 4.27974E-01 9.12000E-01 
3 4.70 1.17459E-02 1.11313E-01 3.45432E-01 4.27974E-O1 9.12000E-01 





RUN=4586 TOP AIR PT = .644.70 
TPC = 910.00 DEG-R MINF = 7.938 
TI = 542.00 DEG-R P/FT = 3.00399E+06 







CONTOUR T,SEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS 

1 4.20 2.53609E-02 3.49801E-01 

2 7.50 1.89783E-02 2.61767E-01 

3 12.80 1.45273E-02 2.00374E-01 













































RUN=4588 TOP AIR 

TPC = 710.00 DEG-R 



























































































RUN=4590 TOP AIR PT = 1399.70 
TPC =1010.00 DEG-R MINF = 8.033 
TI = 536.00 DEG-R R/FT = 5.89955E+06 







CONTOUR T,SEC H,STU/FT.SO-SEC-OEG-R H/HS 

1 1.30 6.56836E-02 6.29663E-01 

2 2.40 4.83418E-02 4.63420E-01 

3 3.50 4.00308E-02 3.83748E-01 

4 8.00 2.64779E-02 2.53825E-O1 















































RUN=4591 TOP AIR PT = 1404.70 
TPC = 860.00 DEG-R MINF = 8.033 
TI = 539.00 DEG-R R/FT = 5.98995E+06 
TO =1410.00 DEG-R 
SQROCK= .0604 ALPHA=30.000 
MODEL=31VO PHI= 0.000 
HS= 1.04680E-OL BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
CONTOUR TSEC H,BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-OEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 1.30 3.14976E-02 3.00895E-01 4.29765E-01 5.94583E-01 9.12000E-01 
2 2.50 2.27132E-02 2.16978E-01 4.29765E-01 5.94583E-01 9.12000E-01 
3 3.60 1.89277E-02 1.80815E-01 4.29765E-01 5.94583E-01 9.12000E-01 
4 6.40 1.41958E-02 1.35612E-01 4.29765E-01 5.94583E-01 9.12000E-01 
5 8.60 1.22462E-02 1.16987E-01 4.29765E-01 5.94583E-01 9.12000E-01 
6 11.20 1.07310E-02 1.02513E-01 4.29765E-01 5.94583E-01 9.12000E-01 
RUN=4592 TOP AIR PT = 1909.70
 
TPC =1010.00 DEG-R MINF = 8.068
 










CONTOUR TSEC H,BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO
 
1 1,30 6.43952E-02 5.33625E-01 6.19248E-01 1.18998E+00 9.12000E-01
 
2 4.50 3.46114E-02 2.86815E-01 6.19248E-01 1.18998E+00 9.12000E-01
 













RUN=4593 TOP AIR PT = 1909.70 
TPC = 860.00 DEG-R MINF = 8.068 
TI = 539,00 DEG-R R/FT = 8.01028E+06 
TO =1415.00 DEG-R 
SQROCK= .0604 " ALPHA=30.000 
MODEL=31VO PHI= 0.000 
HS= 1.20895E-01 BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
CONTOUR T,SEC H,BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 1.30 3.11920E-02 2.58006E-01 4.27157E-01 5.88814E-0l 9.12000E-01 
2 2.50 2.24929E-02 1.86052E-01 4.27157E-01 5.88814E-01 9.120OOE-01 
3 3.90 1.80087E-02 1.48961E-01 4.27157E-01 5.88814E-01 90 12000E-01 
4 6.40 1.40580E-02 1.16283E-01 4,27157E-01 5.88814E-01 9.120OOE-01 
S' 
c­
RUN=4594 TOP AIR PT = 166.70
 
TPC = 760.00 DEG-R MINF = 7.752
 










CONTOUR TSEC H,BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/IHS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO
 
1 5.60' 1.27349E-02 3.30978E-01 3.91554E-O1 5.14271E-01 9.12000E-0O
 
2 12.00 8.69959E-03 2.26101E-01 3.91554E-01 5.14271E-01 9.I2OOOE-01
 











RUN=4595 TOP AIR PT = 644.70 
TPC = 860.00 DEG-R MINF = 7.938 
TI = 536.00 OEG-R RIFT = 3.07927F06 
TO =1340.00 DEG-R 
SQROCK= .0604 ALPHA=30.000 
MODEL=41 PHI= 0.000 
HS= 7.24562E-02 BTI/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
CONTOUR TSEC H,BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 1.40 3.54967E-02 4.59905E-Oi 4.72248E-01 6.95368E-01 9.12000E-01 
2 3.10 2.38545E-02 3.29227E-0 4.72248E-01 6.95368E-01 9.12000E-01 
3 5.80 1.74396E-02 2.40692E-01 4.72248E-0 6.95368E-01 9.120OOE-O1 
- 4 9.80 1.34165E-02 1.85167E-01 4.72248E-01 6.95368E-01 9.12000E-01 
5 15.40 1.07026E-02 I,47712E-01 4.72248E-01 6.95368E-01 9.12000E-01 
RUN=4596 TOP AIR PT = 1394.7J
 
TPC =1010.00 OEG-R MINF = 8.032
 










CONTOUR' T,SEC H,BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS 
1 4.30 3.84509E-02 3.69744E-01 
2 5.10 3.53066E-02 3.39509E-01 
3 7.00 3.01365E-02 2.89792E-01 
4 9.80 2.54700E-02 2.44919E--01 











































RUN-457 TOP AIR PT iii.-a 
TPC = 660.00 OEG-R MINF - T-. 
TO =1225.0 DEG-R
 
SQROCK= 7oH.46 = -=.0 0 o . . - . . _ - .. .... __--- . 
.. 
MODEL=41 
















2 3.70 6.43424E-63 ". 627ZE- - 1199 -E- 2- E--Of 9;12000-.01 
3 6.40 . 4.89225E-03 i.23727E-01 2 o.11 E-O "2.26-Wl6E-. -f " ";12O0"-­1" 
4 8.604.06E31O63EI2S6EO ; 7i-i-i2UE7? 
5 11.10 3.71481 E-03 . .9491E-U2 "7. 11r996E-i 276- ; 0-01 
.6 14.80 -32171Z.-3 ....... 1362"E-02 2.-2;2-bT6 E-01 '0.1200E-Of" 
RUN=4598 TOP AIR 
TPC = 760.00 OEG-
TI =536.0DE-RTO =1240.00 OEG-R -
PT =159.70 
MINF-=--7745 
RFT =9.20892E+05LH=0 0 
QROCK .058ALPHA=3 000 
oMOEL4IV30 , PHI= 0.000 
HS= 3.78126E-02 BTU/FT.SQ-SEC--DEG-R 
CONTOUR TSEC H,BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
1.~1.56458E-02 
2 8o10 9.98647E-03 
3 9.80 9. 07907E-03 . 
4 12.00 8.20472E-03 
.... 5 18.90 6.53768E-03 































- RUN=4599 TOP AIR PT = 649.70 
TPC = 910.00 OEG-R -MIN --- f.939 
TI . 535.00-DEG-R R/FT = 3.02640E+06 
TO =1360.00 DE:G-R 
SRdCK= .0613 ALPHA=30.000 
MODEL=41V30 PI= o'ao 
CONTOUR TSEC H BTUIFT.SQ-SEC-OEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAWITO 
1 .2 2.703.90 " 3.-1721-2"2.'0b68-E-02 - - 4.42-15,8E-013.6789aE-u1 5.31614E-O15.31674E-01 6.62384E-018.6Z384E-01 9.12000E-019.1ZOOOE-01 
. 3 8.-00 -1-.86903E-6-02 2.568f-lE-O1 5.31674E-01 Ad623W4E-01 9.12000E-01 
4. 9.70 "1.69336E-02 22ibEO. 331674TE: 1 - " 663-4E-1- .12oooE01 
. 13.10 . 1.-60-58E--02 -- - 2.07SE-O1 "­ 5.31674E-01 8.2384E- 1 - 9.-120-OoE-01 
RUN=4600 TOP -- AIR 
TPC 660.00 DEG-R 




PT = 177.7'0 
MINF = 7.761 



















- -HHiS -T-BAR 
2.06551E-Cl 2. 0014E-011.841452E-01 2.o0"0 ":1.2-Ol. 
1.607§§E--01 20 0 75 1E--0 
"1.4086-01-2.00751E-0 



















cc - . ~ - - - -- -
RUN=4601 - TOP / AIR PT = 664.10 
-
TPC = 760.00 DEG-R MINF 7.942
 
TI = 536.00 DEG-R R/FT -3.01918E.06
 




CONTOUR1 TSEC1.30 H,TU/FT.SQ-SEC-OER. -8929E-02 T-B -
.56680E-O01""1000E-O1 BETA 3.6a30iE-O1 TAW/TO 9.ZOOCE-01 
2 1.70 1.65530E-02 Z.2446E~b11bo09E-b.. 3.683d1E-01 9.12"OOOE-01 
3 2.20 1.45509E-02 1.97312E-0i 3.1-009E-O -9.12700oE-Or 
4 3.20 1.20649E-02 -I.63602E-0i' - -­ "- .. - -. 
5 5.00 .. .-----­ 03 ­ " ,30882E-Oi "S.Xo-OI&.6831E-0l 9.-12000E-01 
6 9.80 6.89425E-03 - -9.34870E-02 .xW to - 3.68301E-01 9.nzoooc-oi. 
RUN=4556 SIDE AIR PT = 171.70, 
TPC = 710.00 OEG-R MINF = 7.756
 










CONTOUR TSEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS 
1 1.30 1.57721E-02 4.02068E-01 
2 3.80 9.22506E-03 2.35169E-01 
3 6.00 7.34151E-03 1.87153E-01 
4 8.70 6.09679E-03 1.55422E-01 
5 12.20 5.14851E-03 1.31248E-01 


















































RUN=4557 SIDE AIR PT = 171.70 
TPC = 760.00 DEG-R MINF = 7.756 
TI = 533.00 DEG-R R/FT = 9.41790E+05 
TO =1275.00 DEG-R 
SQROCK= .0586 ALPHA=35.000 
MODEL=41 PHI= 0.000 
HS = 3.91988E-02 BTU/FT.SO-SEC-DEG-R 
CONTOUR T,SEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R HIHS T-BAR BETA TAN/TO 
1 1.30 2.42335E-02 6.18221E-01 3.69406E-01 4,71510E-01 9.00000E-O 
2 1O.70 8.44688E-03 2.15488E-01 3.69406E-01 4.71510E-01 9.O0000E-O1 
3 13.50 7.52006E-03 1.91844E-01 3.69406E-01 4.71510E-01 9.OO00E-01 
tow 
RUN=4558 SIDE AIR PT = 1449.70 
TPC = 960.00 DEG-R MINF = 9.037 
TI = 534.00 DEG-R RIFT = 6.13873E+06 
TO =1415.00 OEG-R 
SQROCK= .0617 ALPHA=35.000 
MODEL=31 PHI= 0.000 
HS= 1.06087E-01 BTUfFT.SO-S5C-DEG-R 
CONTOUR TSEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/IHS 

1 1.30 5.48426E-02 5.16959E-01 

2 3.80 3.20773E-02 3.02368E-01 

3 5.90 2.57433E-02 2.42662E-01 

4 7.80 2.23894E-02 2.11048E-01 

5 10.00 1.97738E-02 1.86392E-01 

6 11.80 1.82032E-02 1.71588E-01 




























































RUN=4561 SIDE AIR PT = 160.70 
TPC = 635.00 OEG-R MINF = 7.746 
TI = 538.00 OEG-R R/FT = 8.84160E+05 
TO =1275.00 DEG-R 
SQROCK= .0537 ALPHA=35.OOO 
MODEL=31 PHI= n.000 
HS= 3.78795E-02 BTUIFT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
CONTOUR T,SEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 8.10 3.05024E-03 8.05248E-02 1.59147E-01 1.61660E-01 9.00000E-01 
2 17.00 2.10548E-03 5.55838E-02 1.59147E-01 1.61660E-01 9.OOOOOE-01 
RUN=4562 SlOE AIR PT = 1394.70 
TPC = 760.00 DEG-R MINF = 8.032 
TI = 541.00 OEG-R R/FT = 5.84493E+06 
TO =1425.30 OEG-R 





CONTOUR T,SEC H,BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-OEG-R H/HS 

. 4.30 9.75136E-03 9.33239E-02 

2 6.70 7.81ZOOE-03 7.47635E-02 

3 9.40 6.59532E-03 6.31195E-02 

































RUN=4564 SIDE AIR PT = 659.70 
TPC = 635.00 DEG-R MINF = 7.941 
TI = 539.00 DEG-R R/FT = 2.96151E+06 
TO =1390.00 OEG-R 
SQROCK= .0537 - ALPHA=35.000 
MODEL=22 PHE= 0.000 












































RUN=4565 SIDE AIR PT = 1469.70 
TPC = 810.00 DEG-R MINF = 8.038 
TI = 538.00 OEG-R R/FT = 6.07688E+06 
TO =1435.00 DEG-R 
SQROCK= .0595 ALPHA=35.000 
MODEL=31 PHI= 0.000 
HS= 1.07168E-01 BTU/FT.SO-SEC-DEG-R 
CONTOUR T.SEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 9.90 8.62124E-03 8.04462E-02 3.60982E-01 4.55901E-01 9.OOOOOE-01 














RUN=4569 SIDE AIR PT = 794.70 
TPC = 810.00 DEG-R MINF = 7.964 
TI = 539.00 DEG-R RIFT = 3.54256E+06 
TO =1390.00 DEG-R 
SQROCK= .0595 ALPNA=30.O00 
MODEL=22 PHI= 0.000 













2 14.30 7.75445E-03 9.669102-02 3.806182-01 4.92835E-01 9.000002-01 
RUN=4510 SIDE AIR PT = 1884.70 
TPC = 860.00 DEG-R MINF = 8.067
 










CONTOUR T.SEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO
 
1 6.20 1.37365E-02 1.14049E-01 4.16776E-01 5.66283E-01 9.OOOOOE-0l
 









RUN=4573 SIDE AIR 

TPC = 760.00 DEG-R 















































































RUN=4584 SIDS AIR 
TPC = 810.00 DEG-R 
TI = 542.00 DEG-R 






















































PT = 1419.70 
MINF = 8.034 



































RUN=4586 SIDE AIR PT = 644.70 
TPC = 910.00 DEG-R MINF = 7.938 
TI = 542.00 DEG-R R/FT = 3.00399E+06 
TO =1360.00 DEG-R 
SQROCK= -.0613 ALPHA=30.000 
MODEL=31VO PHI= 0.000 
HS= 7.250IOE-02 BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
CONTOUR T,SEC H,BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/HS T-BAR BETA- TAW/TO 
1 2.30 3.58705E-02 4.9lt759E-01 5.39589E-O1 8.87443E-01 9.OOOOOE-01 
2 3.40 2.95027E-02 4.06928E-01 5.39589E-01 8.87443E-O1 9.OOOOOE-01 
3 4.60 2.53643E-02 3.49847E-01 5.39589E-01 8.87443E-0I 9.OOOOOE-O1 
Nk 7 
RUN=4588 SIDE AIR PT = 649.70 
TPC = 710.00 DEG-R MINF = 7.939 
TI = 542.00 DEG-R R/FT = 3.00792E+06 
TO =1365.00 DEG-R 
SQRUCK= .0574 ALPHA:30.000 . 
MODEL=31VO PHI= 0.000 
HS= 7.27930E-O2"BTUIFT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
CONTOUR TvSEC HPBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 'H/HS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 1.30 1.36229E-02 1.87146E-01 2.44720E:Ol 2.70601E-01 9.0002OOE-01 
2 6.00 6.34112E-03 8.71116E-02 2.44720E-01 2.70601E-01 9.OOOOOE-01 
3 9.90 4.93655E-03 6.78163E-02 2.44720E-01 2.70601E-01 9.O0000E-01 
4 13.70 4.19644E-03 5.76489E-02 2.44720E-01 2.70601E-01 9.00000E-01 
RUN=4593 SIDE AIR PT = 1909.70 
TPC = 860.00 DEG-R MINF = 8.068 
TI = 539.00 DEG-R R/FT = 8.01028E+06 
TO =1415.00 DEG-R 
SQROCK= .0604 ALPHA=30.000 
MODEL=31VO PHI= 0.000 
HS= 1.20895E-01 BTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R 
CONTOUR T,SEC HBTU/FT.SQ-SEC-DEG-R H/IHS T-BAR BETA TAW/TO 
1 9.20 1.21650E-02 1.00624E-01 4.37032E-0I 6.10899E-01 9.O0000E-0I 
